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ABSTRACT

Some scholars argue that liberal democracy precludes the state from adopting a particularistic ethnonational identity. In their view, Israel is unique among contemporary nation-states because it allows its particularistic Jewish identity to trump principles of universalism and equality upon which liberal democracy supposedly rests. This Article argues that ethnonationalism remains a common and accepted feature of liberal democracy that is consistent with current state practice and international law. Democratic states implement “laws of return” that privilege the immigration and citizenship of particular ethnic groups. Liberal democracies also promote the welfare of their co-ethnics living abroad and maintain political ties to diasporic ethnonational communities. Such practices are becoming more common as globalization disrupts the coincidence of ethnic demography and political boundaries. International law and practice confirm that a sovereign democratic government may represent a particular ethnonational community. Far from being unique, the experience of Israel exemplifies the character of liberal democracy by highlighting its dependence on particularistic nation-states.

1. INTRODUCTION

Before arriving at the Annapolis Conference in 2007, the prime minister of Israel, Ehud Olmert, set an important precondition for any Middle East peace agreement. The Palestinian leadership must recognize Israel “as a Jewish state,” he said. “This is a launching point for all negotiations. We won’t have an argument with anyone in the world over the fact that Israel is a state of the
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Jewish people.”¹ Palestinian leaders rushed to reject Olmert’s demand. “[T]he Palestinians will never acknowledge Israel’s Jewish identity,” insisted the chief Palestinian peace negotiator, Saeb Erekat.² “When they say that they want us to recognize a Jewish state, that is impossible. There is no country in the world where religious and national identities are intertwined.”³

As a factual matter, Erekat’s charge is false. Many countries maintain national religious bodies and identities, from the Church of England and the Romanian Orthodox Church to the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and the other 56 members of the Organization of the Islamic Conference.⁴ Erekat’s own Palestinian Authority provides in Article 4 of its Basic Law that “Islam is the official religion in Palestine” and “[t]he principles of Islamic Shari’a shall be the main source of legislation.”⁵

Nevertheless, the accusation is a familiar and powerful one: Israel’s particularistic identity—its desire to serve as a homeland for the Jewish people—contradicts principles of universalism and equality upon which liberal democracy supposedly rests. “Israel, in short, is an anachronism,” alleges Tony Judt of New York University.⁶ “[I]t remains distinctive among democratic states in its resort to ethnoreligious criteria with which to denominate and rank its citizens” and has thereby “imported a characteristically late-nineteenth-century separatist project into a world that has

¹ David Horovitz, The ‘Jewish Israel’ Genie, JERUSALEM POST, Nov. 16, 2007, at 24; see also Daniel Pipes, Op-Ed., Accept Israel as the Jewish State?, JERUSALEM POST, Nov. 29, 2007, at 16 (“[Ehud] Olmert has boldly demanded that his Palestinian bargaining partners accept Israel’s permanent existence as a Jewish state.”).
² Horovitz, supra note 1, at 25.
³ Id. See also Palestinians Harden Refusal to Accept a ‘Jewish State,’ JERUSALEM POST, Nov. 15, 2007, at 1 (“Opposition from Palestinian leaders to Prime Minister Ehud Olmert’s demand that the Palestinians recognize Israel as the ‘state of the Jews’ intensified on Wednesday, threatening to derail the planned post-Annapolis attempt to renew substantive peace negotiations.”); Abbas Repeats Rejection of ‘Jewish State’ Demand, JERUSALEM POST, Dec. 2, 2007, at 3. (“‘In Israel, there are Jews and others living there. This we are willing to recognize, nothing else,’ [Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud] Abbas told reporters.”).
⁴ See Jeff Jacoby, Op-Ed., Is Israel a Jewish State?, BOSTON GLOBE, Nov. 14, 2007, at A19 (“In fact, there are many countries in which national identity and religion are linked.”).
⁵ PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY BASIC LAW art. 4, available at http://jurist.law.pitt.edu/world/palestbasic.htm.
moved on, a world of individual rights, open frontiers and international law.”

This Article, in contrast, argues that ethnonationalism remains a common and accepted feature of liberal democracy, consistent with current state practice and international law. Part 2 reviews the common criticism of Israel and argues that the Jewish State actually highlights the important role of particularistic nationalism in maintaining a system of liberal democratic norms. Part 3 examines how contemporary liberal democratic states privilege their own ethnonational identities through domestic law and international practice. Such states enact “laws of return” that provide preferential citizenship policies to co-ethnic immigrants and maintain legal, institutional, and political bonds with their co-ethnics living abroad. Part 4 places the liberal democratic practice of privileging certain ethnocultural identities within the international legal framework of “self-determination of peoples” and considers what the prevalence of ethnonational particularism among democratic states reveals about the status of Israel and the foundations of liberal democracy.

2. ISRAEL AND LIBERAL DEMOCRACY

Some scholars argue that liberal democracy precludes the state from adopting a particularistic ethnonational identity. In this view, Israel’s identity as the state of the Jewish people contradicts its professed commitment to liberal democratic norms. Far from demonstrating such a contradiction, however, the Israeli example highlights the compatibility of the two principles. The establishment of Israel in the mid-twentieth century addressed the failure of liberal universalism to uphold human rights and democratic government. The predicament of the Jews revealed the political reality that the aspirations of liberal democracy can be achieved only through particularistic nation-states.
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8 See infra Part 2.1 (introducing Israeli society as a case of contradicting principles of ethnicity and democracy).
9 See infra Part 2.2 (providing an overview of the creation of the Israel nation-state).
2.1. The Structural Dilemma

The charge recurs throughout politics and political science that Israel’s identity as the state of a particular people sets it apart from the world’s other democracies. Israel “is the only country in the world today that has adopted, as a matter of official policy, the pursuit of a certain racial makeup of its citizenry: i.e., maintaining a Jewish majority,” insists the president of Palestine Media Watch, Ahmed Bouzid. To many, Israel’s identification with the Jewish people undermines the state’s democratic legitimacy. Raymond Gastil, a previous director of the Comparative Survey of Freedom, assigned Israel a lower score in the category of political rights because of the country’s “definition of the state as belonging to a particular religious or ethnic group.” Indeed, there seems to be an academic consensus that Israel’s Jewish identity presents a structural dilemma:

Israel was to be a Jewish nation-state; as a nation-state, its fundamental legitimation was conceived in terms of particularistic Jewish national symbols; but as a modern civil nation-state, its fundamental legitimation was conceived in terms of the universalistic precepts of democratic freedom and equality before the law of all of its citizens.

“Israel is a special case,” argues Sammy Smooha, a sociologist at Haifa University. Smooha calls Israel an “ethnic democracy,” a designation the Jewish state merits because it “defines itself as a state of and for Jews,” reveres Jewish symbols and national heroes, favors Jewish immigration through the Law of Return, and concerns itself with the welfare of world Jewry in its foreign policies. “Israel cannot be classified as an open, liberal democracy,” explains Smooha; but rather, Israel’s “ethnic democracy is a system in which two contradictory principles operate: ‘the democratic prin-
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principle,’ making for equal rights and equal treatment of all citizens, and ‘the ethnic principle,’ making for fashioning a homogenous nation-state and privileging the ethnic majority.’

But do principles of liberal democracy really preclude the right of the Jewish people to self-determination? The argument that Israel’s Jewish identity contradicts democratic values is especially odd coming from advocates of an independent Palestinian state. An Arab member of Israel’s Knesset, Azmi Bishara, has proposed legislation that would transform Israel from a Jewish state to what he calls “a state of all its citizens” but at the same time he praises the Palestinians’ “national liberation struggle” and looks forward to that struggle’s fulfillment in an independent state for the Palestinian people. To some, then, it seems that democratic principles entitle the Palestinian people to self-determination and political independence but deny to the Jews those same rights. Judt, at least, exhibits some consistency: he argues that modern democracy will not countenance any sort of national state. Instead of “two states for two peoples,” Judt suggests that Jews and Palestinians surrender their national aspirations and opt for a binational state.

Judt has the chronology backwards. Israel emerged as a response, not a precursor, to liberal universalism. As the philosopher Leo Strauss explained it, political Zionism “started from the failure of the liberal solution” to the Jewish problem. Specifically, the failure of liberal universalism to address the worst human-rights crisis in history revealed that a liberal scheme of human rights requires a system of particularistic nation-states. In this way, Jewish

15 Id. at 200, 202.

16 Peter Berkowitz, Israel’s House Divided, WKLY. STANDARD, Apr. 12, 2004, at 32–33.

17 See Judt, Israel: The Alternative, supra note 6 (“The very idea of a ‘Jewish state’—a state in which Jews and the Jewish religion have exclusive privileges from which non-Jewish citizens are forever excluded—is rooted in another time and place.”).
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nationalism built upon—it did not antedate—norms of liberal universalism. The example of Israel is unique not because it departs from customary norms of liberal democracy, but because the peculiar historical circumstance of the Jews—as a people scattered throughout the world’s nation-states—revealed most starkly the dependence of liberal democracy on particularistic nationalism. For most other peoples, concentrated in geographic nation-states under sovereign governments, liberal-democratic impulses overlapped with particularistic nationalism such that the dependence of the former on the latter could pass unnoticed. As globalization and demographic shifts have disrupted that overlap, however, liberal-democratic states have more explicitly evinced their concern with their own ethnocultural identities.

Political Zionism followed what had always been, and continues to be, the practice of liberal-democratic states; it simply put that practice into sharper relief. Israel’s ethnocultural identity does not render the Jewish state anachronistic or unique in international politics. Indeed, as other liberal democracies face concerns similar to Israel’s at its founding—distinct peoples living in diaspora—Israel looks less and less, not more and more, exceptional.

2.2. The Failure of Universalism and the Birth of Israel

Particularistic nationalism and liberal democracy—so far from being contradictory at their outset—emerged together at the same historical moment and persisted in symbiosis. The declaration of inalienable and universal Rights of Man at the end of the eighteenth century coincided with the principled assertion of particularistic nationalist aspirations. As philosopher Pierre Manent explains, “European nations had existed for a long time, but their particularity now burst forth with a new intensity and energy. No longer were they merely nations in some passive sense, now they wished to exist as nations.”21 This spirit of nationalist self-assertion accompanied the spread of liberal-democratic norms such that “democracy and the nation henceforth had a common existence; or rather democracy as we understand it came into being within the framework of the nation. The nineteenth century is thus simultaneously the century of democratic expansion and the cen-
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tury of the emergence of nationalities,” including, notably, the unifications of Italy and Germany.22

The reason for this coincidence of liberal democracy and nationalism is not immediately apparent. To contemporary observers, the cosmopolitan notion of universal human rights seems to rest uneasily alongside particularistic claims of national self-assertion. Yet, as Hannah Arendt explains in The Origins of Totalitarianism, the Rights of Man contained an “implication of which the framers of the declaration were only half aware.”23 Human rights were meant to protect individuals against abuses by the state. They were taken to be prepolitical and inalienable, and therefore no special law was needed to protect them because all laws were supposed to rest on them. Man, and not the state, was the source of rights. Hannah Arendt further writes:

Man appeared as the only sovereign in matters of law as the people was proclaimed the only sovereign in matters of government. . . . The people’s sovereignty . . . was not proclaimed by the grace of God but in the name of Man, so that it seemed only natural that the ‘inalienable’ rights of man would find their guarantee and become an inalienable part of the right of the people to sovereign self-government.24

In Arendt’s telling, the idea of inalienable human rights entailed a paradox from the very beginning: “it reckoned with an ‘abstract’ human being who seemed to exist nowhere, for even savages lived in some kind of a social order.”25 If some “backward” society lacked human rights, it was because it had not yet achieved popular sovereignty but was oppressed by foreign or native despots. “The whole question of human rights, therefore, was quickly and inextricably blended with the question of national emancipation; only the emancipated sovereignty of the people, of one’s own people, seemed to be able to insure them.”26

It was precisely at the middle of the twentieth century that the identity between the rights of man and the rights of peoples in the
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European nation-state system became most evident—when, during World War II and the Nazi Holocaust, “a growing number of people and peoples suddenly appeared whose elementary rights were as little safeguarded by the ordinary functioning of nation-states in the middle of Europe as they would have been in the heart of Africa.”

The twentieth century saw in the most dramatic fashion the predicament of people left outside the nation-state system and forced to insist on only those universal human rights that are supposed to be independent of nationality. It turned out that when human beings were no longer citizens of any sovereign state and had to rely on their minimum rights, no authority was left to protect them and no institution was willing to guarantee them. “The world found nothing sacred in the abstract nakedness of being human,” writes Arendt.

Those who were not Englishmen or Frenchmen or Germans but merely human beings found themselves outside the protection of the law, since no country or government would claim them. Stateless persons found themselves not simply denied their legal rights, but placed “out of legality altogether”:

The calamity of the rightless is not that they are deprived of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, or of equality before the law and freedom of opinion—formulas which were designed to solve problems within given communities—but that they no longer belong to any community whatsoever. Their plight is not that they are not equal before the law, but that no law exists for them; not that they are oppressed but that nobody wants even to oppress them.

This condition of complete rightlessness was achieved, stripping the Jews of all legal status, before the gas chambers could be set into motion.

The loss of legality does not mean that one is punished according to unjust laws—even criminals have a legal status—but that one’s treatment by others does not depend on what one does or does not do. It is not the loss of specific rights, but of the right to have rights, that has been denied. “The fundamental deprivation of
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human rights is manifested first and above all in the deprivation of a place in the world which makes opinions significant and actions effective.”

The experience of twentieth-century totalitarianism revealed this antecedent right on which the supposedly inalienable Rights of Man rested:

[T]he existence of a right to have rights (and that means to live in a framework where one is judged by one’s actions and opinions) and a right to belong to some kind of organized community [became apparent] only when millions of people emerged who had lost and could not regain these rights because of the new global political situation.

These rights were not, and could not be, expressed in eighteenth-century terms because Enlightenment thinking assumed that rights spring directly from human nature. But that conception of inalienable rights, based on the notion of an abstract unencumbered human being, collapsed at precisely the moment its adherents faced people who actually were merely human, stripped of political attachments. The twentieth century revealed that human rights rested on a framework of national rights. “Not only did loss of national rights in all instances entail the loss of human rights,” writes Arendt, but “the restoration of human rights, as the recent example of the State of Israel proves, has been achieved so far only through the restoration or the establishment of national rights.”

Israel may have arrived “too late” for many Jews who perished in Europe prior to 1948. But far from anachronistically importing an outmoded political model, Israel emerged as an accommodation to the political realities and requirements of its own time. The universalism now touted by post-Zionists as the next stage of Israel’s political development actually predates Zionism itself. In the nineteenth century and earlier, European Jewry sought political emancipation and assimilation into the political, economic, and

30 Id. at 296.
31 Id. at 296–97.
32 Id. at 299.
33 See, e.g., SHIMON PERES, THE NEW MIDDLE EAST 98 (1993) (“[P]articularist nationalism is fading and the idea of a ‘citizen of the world’ is taking hold.”). On post-Zionism generally, see Yoram Hazony, The Jewish State: The Struggle for Israel’s Soul (2000) (discussing the cultural and intellectual debate over Israel’s existence as a Jewish state).
cultural lives of the countries in which they lived as the way to end their outsider status in European society. Many Jewish leaders and intellectuals sought to move past Jewish particularism. The German-Jewish philosopher Hermann Cohen, a vocal opponent of Zionism, argued that the Jews had superseded the need for a nation-state. For Cohen, the destruction of the ancient Jewish state in Israel was a welcome development because it permitted the Jews to transcend nationalism and spread a universal message. “Cohen saw an ultimate identity of purpose between German nationalism and Jewish messianism. The German national spirit was ‘the spirit of classical humanism and true universalism,’ while the Jews, no longer a nation limited by place, were the international religious emissaries of the same values.” For this reason, Cohen believed Jews around the world owed Germany “a debt of filial piety.”

It was the failure of assimilation as a solution to the Jewish problem, the persistence of anti-Semitism in spite of political emancipation, the collapse of liberal-universalist German nationalism, and, ultimately, the shocking divergence of the destinies of the Jews and Germany that fatally undermined the universalist outlook. Zionism emerged from the failure of, not in resistance to, pure liberal universalism. Thus, Leo Strauss could speak of the dilemma faced by “the Western Jewish individual who or whose parents severed his connection with the Jewish community in the expectation that he would thus become a normal member of a purely liberal or of a universal human society, and who is naturally perplexed when he finds no such society.” In accordance with the European identification of individual rights with national self-determination, the Jews discovered that political emancipation could be achieved only through national emancipation and sovereignty as well.

34 See Louis L. Snyder, Zionist Nationalism, in Encyclopedia of Nationalism 431, 432 (1990) (noting the belief among a class of Jewish intellectuals that assimilation could solve the “outsider” problem the Jewish people faced).

35 David Biale, Gershom Scholem: Kabbalah and Counter-History 74–75 (2d ed. 1982).

36 Id. at 75.
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Here, however, it is important to note that Zionism aimed to find a place for the Jews within the European nation-state system: to make of the Jews a nation like any other. The dramatic role that Israel has played in rescuing Jews from Europe, the Arab world, and elsewhere as well as the ongoing Arab-Israeli conflict make Israel’s national character especially conspicuous. So the formulation (adopted into Section 7a of Israel’s Basic Laws in 1992) of the State of Israel as “a Jewish and democratic state” is often taken to be self-contradictory. But the national aspect of Israeli democracy makes Israel no different from other democratic states. As the Israel Supreme Court has ruled, “there is no substance to the alleged contradiction, so to speak, between the different clauses of Section 7a: the existence of the State of Israel as a Jewish state does not negate its democratic nature, any more than the Frenchness of France contradicts its democratic nature.”

Indeed, the modern state of Israel emerged precisely because the Western scheme of universal rights depends on a system of nation-states that define their polities in ethnocultural terms. Zionism emerged from the failure of liberal universalism to secure equal rights to European Jews and a decision therefore to play by European rules by founding a state on the European model. As such, Israel’s ethnonational identity does not distinguish it from other democratic states. At least in this respect, Israel is not a special case. In accordance with the Zionist aspiration, Israel is a normal country. Its national character remains consistent with current state practice and international law.

3. Kin States

A central feature of the Jewish State is its Law of Return, which guarantees citizenship to any Jewish immigrant. Such laws reflect a general practice of liberal democratic states, which privilege their own ethnonational communities in laws of citizenship. Just as Israel concerns itself with the welfare of the Jewish people, European states seek to promote their own ethnonational identities and the interests of their co-ethnics who live abroad. The state’s inter-
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39 CA 88/1 42(4) PD 177, 189 [1988] (Isr.), quoted in Smooha, supra note 13, at 207.
40 See Howard M. Sachar, Israel and Europe: An Appraisal in History xi (2000) (“Israel is the product of Europe more than of any other civilization.”).
41 See infra Part 3.1 (discussing laws of return).
est in protecting its kinfolk abroad and in fostering ethnocultural affinities is part of an emergent rather than a retrograde trend. Due to globalization and migration, an increasing number of countries see their kinfolk living outside their borders. As a result, democratic states have sought new legal structures to maintain ties with their national communities living in diaspora.

3.1. Laws of Return

Israel’s declaration of independence of 1948 announces the country’s intention to “ensure complete equality of social and political rights to all its in-habitants irrespective of religion, race or sex” and to “guarantee freedom of religion, conscience, language, education and culture.” It calls upon “Arab inhabitants of the State of Israel to preserve peace and participate in the upbuilding of the State on the basis of full and equal citizenship and suitable representation in all its provisional and permanent institutions.” But at the same time, the document speaks of “the natural right of the Jewish people to be masters of their own fate, like all other nations, in their own sovereign State” as well as the “right of the Jewish people to rebuild its National Home” in order to “solv[e] the problem of its homelessness by re-establishing in Eretz-Israel the Jewish State, which would open the gates of the homeland wide to every Jew and confer upon the Jewish people the status of a fully privileged member of the comity of nations.”

A central element of this national mission consists in the Israeli Law of Return, which guarantees the right of every Jew to immigrate to Israel and claim automatic citizenship. When the Knesset passed the law unanimously in 1950, David Ben-Gurion called it a “bill of rights . . . guaranteed to all Jews in the diaspora by the State of Israel” and an expression of “the supreme mission of the state.” Ben-Gurion himself brought the bill before the Knesset:
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“This is not a Jewish state merely because Jews are the majority of its population. It is a state for Jews everywhere.” 48 Ben-Gurion stated, “The Law of Return . . . embodies the central purpose of our state.” 49

Now, however, many see the Law of Return as an obstacle to democracy in Israel. “[A]lthough the Law of Return was originally designed to restore historical justice to the scattered and beleaguered Jewish people, it has, in practice, also been discriminatory to the Arab citizens of Israel and, hence, has jeopardized full democracy,” writes Israeli historian Tom Segev. 50 Similarly, Israeli political scientist Ilan Peleg argues that “[i]n defending the Law of Return before the Knesset, Ben-Gurion laid down the foundation for an ethnocentric, aliberal [sic] Israel.” 51 How the Law of Return causes political inequality in Israel is unclear, however, because the immigration policy does not affect political rights within the state. Still, it is the very idea of granting any rights—even immigration rights—to Jews as Jews that offends liberal sensibilities. “The Law of Return is discriminatory,” Zehava Gal-On, a Knesset member from the left-wing Meretz Party, told the New York Times. 52 “It discriminates between Jews and non-Jews. I can accept that after the Holocaust, it was kind of a necessity. But maybe after 51 years, we are not in the same situation, and we don’t need to run our country based on such undemocratic laws.” 53 Israeli journalist Danny Rubinstein has gone so far as to describe the Law of Return as “overt discrimination” of the sort that “was the basis for the apartheid regime in South Africa.” 54
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48 Id.
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50 Tom Segev, Twists in the Law of Return, L.A. TIMES, Jan. 21, 2005, at B11; see also BARUCH KIMMERLING, THE INVENTION AND DECLINE OF ISRAELINESS: STATE, SOCIETY, AND THE MILITARY 182 (2001) (“The state is defined as belonging, not only to its citizens, but to the entire Jewish people—a major deviation from any acceptable definition of liberal democracy.”).
51 Ilan Peleg, Israel’s Constitutional Order and Kulturkampf: The Role of Ben-Gurion, ISRAEL STUD., Spring 1998, at 230, 242 (arguing that Israeli democracy is undermined by an “ethnocentric order”).
53 Id.
54 Danny Rubinstein, Part of the Family or Tenants?, HA’ARETZ, July 29, 1991, quoted in HAZONY, supra note 33, at 57.
But in actuality the Law of Return does not discriminate between citizens within Israel, nor does it render the citizenship of non-Jews inferior to that of Jews. Rather, the law looks outside the country, and addresses only Jews living abroad. So the question is whether Israel may privilege Jews in its laws regarding immigration and the acquisition of citizenship—not in citizenship itself. Ahmed Bouzid, president of Palestine Media Watch, claims the policy “is of course in direct violation of the International Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, which explicitly prohibits ‘any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, color, descent, or national or ethnic origin.’”\textsuperscript{55} But that convention’s prohibitions are not so broad. The full definition of racial discrimination provided in Article I:1 is:

\begin{quote}
[A]ny distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life.\textsuperscript{56}
\end{quote}

The prohibition applies only to domestic political affairs. The convention explicitly acknowledges the legal right of states to enact preferential laws regarding immigration and citizenship: “Nothing in this Convention may be interpreted as affecting in any way the legal provisions of States Parties concerning nationality, citizenship or naturalization, provided that such provisions do not discriminate against any particular nationality,” reads Section 1:3.\textsuperscript{57} Indeed, states enjoy broad authority to define their laws regarding immigration and the acquisition of citizenship.

Laws of repatriation, as explored further below, are common among democratic states. Especially if Israel is recognized as the national home of the Jewish people and the expression of that people’s right to self-determination, it follows that Israel has the right to privilege Jewish immigration. The League of Nations mandate for Palestine endorsed “the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people” and acknowledged “recognition

\textsuperscript{55} BOUZID, supra note 10, at 2.
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tion has thereby been given to the historical connection of the Jewish people with Palestine and to the grounds for reconstituting their national home in that country.”  

Similarly, the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine, which recommended the partition of Palestine and the creation of a “Jewish State,” did so because the “Arab and Jewish peoples, after more than a quarter of a century of tutelage under the Mandate, both seek a means of effective expression for their national aspirations.”  

The committee rejected the idea of a bi-national state because “these two peoples live physically and spiritually apart, nurture separate aspirations and ideals, and have widely divergent cultural traditions.”  

Rather, each people was to see its own tradition expressed in a sovereign state. The main obstacle to a bi-national state was the expectation of continued Jewish immigration—that is, a lopsided demographic balance. Jewish immigration “is the one factor, above all others, that rules out the necessary cooperation between the Arab and Jewish communities in a single State,” the committee wrote. “The creation of a Jewish State under a partition scheme is the only hope of removing this issue from the arena of conflict.”  

With this conclusion, the United Nations clearly expected each state’s immigration and citizenship laws to aim at preserving a demographic majority of its own people. Even during the transitional period under U.N. administration, the General Assembly resolved, “no Jew shall be permitted to establish residence in the area of the proposed Arab State, and no Arab shall be permitted to establish residence in the area of the proposed Jewish State.”  


60 Id. at 99. For more on the conflicting aspirations of Jewish and Arab nationalism, see Steven Menashi, Conflicts Religious and Secular, Pol’y Rev., Aug.–Sept. 2004, at 90 (discussing the historical conflict between Zionism and Arab nationalism in the context of Arthur Hertzberg’s The Fate of Zionism: A Secular Future for Israel & Palestine).

61 U.N. Special Comm. on Palestine, supra note 59, at 100 (“Only by means of partition can these conflicting national aspirations find substantial expression and qualify both peoples to take their places as independent nations in the international community and in the United Nations.”).
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(but not Jews) living outside the Arab state would nevertheless be eligible for citizenship there, as would Jews (but not Arabs) with respect to the Jewish state. And each state was to “control residence within its borders” to maintain the demographic balance. Despite this privileged immigration, the U.N. still expected that each state be democratic and extend equal rights to its minority groups. The U.N. did not believe that to realize the national aspirations of each people would contradict the requirements of liberal democracy.

Other nations, in fact, continue to follow “kin repatriation” policies that differ little from Israel’s Law of Return. The phenomenon became so significant following the collapse of the Soviet Union that in 1995, the Council of Europe established a committee specifically to consider the repatriation of ethnic migrants. Many of the policies (such as those of Germany, Poland, and Israel) date from the postwar period. Indeed, many states have:

set up specific reception and integration policies, which are different from immigration policies and which give preferential treatment to those who want to “come back” to their country of “origin.” . . . Most of the States consider, for different reasons and to varying extents, that they have a moral duty to receive their coethnics who wish to move, to “return” to their historic homeland.

The Federal Republic of Germany follows a law of return for “members of the German people” from the former Soviet Union and, until recently, the countries of Eastern and Central Europe. Many of the immigrants who came to Germany under the law “are descendants of German-speaking settlers who migrated hundreds of years ago and long before the creation of the German nation-state . . . to areas which have never been part of Germany.”
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other words, German law confers citizenship on ethnic Germans without any connection to the German state. According to Article 116 of the German Constitution, “a German within the meaning of this Constitution” could be either a citizen of the German state or a person of German ethnicity who is neither a citizen nor lives in Germany. Article 6 of the Federal Law on Expellees explains, “[m]embers of the German people are those who have committed themselves in their homelands to Germanness . . . , in as far as this commitment is confirmed by certain facts such as descent, language, upbringing or culture.”68 While other applicants for German citizenship face steep requirements, members of the German people have an almost unrestricted right to citizenship. From 1945 to 1997, Germany absorbed about 15 million ethnic Germans, not including the 17 million ethnic Germans absorbed following unification. At the same time, Germany has not offered naturalization to some 8 million non-German residents, such as guest workers and asylum seekers.69

Until a new nationality law was enacted in 1999, immigration to Germany was grounded on jus sanguinis. Thus, despite the fact that Germany received “1,7 million Aussiedler from the former Soviet Union (mainly from Kazakhstan and Russia) since the end of the eighties (3,8 millions between 1959 and 1997, including Poland, Romania and other Eastern European countries),” it did not define itself as a country of immigration.70 Germany’s 1999 nationality law did not repudiate jus sanguinis; rather, it added jus soli as an additional path to citizenship and shortened the residency requirement from 15 years to 8 years for non-Germans who are granted entitlement to naturalization under certain conditions.71 The law was a modest response to the reality that more than seven million non-German ethnics live in Germany on a permanent basis. Of those, one-third have lived there for more than 30 years, and

68 Id. at 630.
69 See Smooha, supra note 13, at 200 (“Germany . . . borders on ethnic democracy.”).
70 Tinguy, supra note 66, at 118.
half have lived there for at least 20 years. Yet they lack the right to citizenship that ethnic Germans who have never lived in Germany enjoy.

Other states also follow preferential immigration and citizenship policies. The Greek Citizenship Code grants automatic citizenship to “persons of Greek origin” who volunteer for military service. The “foreign person who is not of Greek origin” must reside in Greece for ten years before he can apply for citizenship. Ethnic Greeks, however, need only pass a background check and may be granted citizenship without any residence period. In practice, Greece grants automatic citizenship to ethnic Greek immigrants on arrival. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, some 200,000 ethnic Greeks have arrived in Greece and become citizens. As in Germany, the Greek Constitution distinguishes between citizens of the Greek state and members of the Greek nation. In Greece, “national affiliation prevails over citizenship and nationalism is a regulatory component of the Greek legal order.”

Ethnic Greeks, or *homogeneis* (“people of the same lineage”) are considered Greek regardless of their actual citizenship status. Ethnic Greeks who hold non-Greek citizenship are still entitled to a special identity card—equivalent to a residence and work permit—which allows them access to social security, health, and education benefits. Non-ethnic Greeks, or *allogeneis* (“people of a different lineage”) remain non-Greek even if they possess Greek citizenship. Until recently, non-ethnic Greeks could be stripped of their Greek citizenship more easily than their fellow citizens. As Greece’s supreme administrative court, the State Council, has explained:

> Greek citizens of non-Greek descent are those whose origin, whether distant or not, is from persons coming from a different nation and who, by their actions and general behavior have expressed sentiments testifying to the lack of a Greek national consciousness, in a way that [shows that]

---
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Thus, Greece recognizes a legal category of “alien of Greek descent,” a person who lacks the citizenship of the Greek state but is nevertheless part of the Greek nation. Such a person can apply for citizenship through special procedures (and in any case enjoys special privileges under the Greek Constitution). Greece provides such ethnic preferences in its immigration law in the name of repatriation, or returning ethnic Greeks to their homeland, even though many of the immigrants—such as the Pontic Greeks from the former Soviet Union—have no connection to the modern Greek state. “In Greece,” writes Tinguy, “solidarity with the diaspora is the keyword for the policy: it is linked to its perception of the Greek nation.”

Article 52 of Poland’s constitution, adopted in 1997, affirms that “[a]nyone whose Polish origin has been confirmed in accordance with statute may settle permanently in Poland.” The Polish Parliament has also passed a “repatriation law” guaranteeing the right of ethnic Poles in areas of the former Soviet Union to resettle in Poland. Ethnic Poles receive government assistance for repatriation and acquire Polish citizenship automatically.

In 1956, the Irish Parliament passed the Irish Nationality and Citizenship Act, which provides that “where the applicant is of Irish descent or Irish associations” the Minister of the Interior “may, in his absolute discretion, grant an application for a certificate of naturalisation . . . although the conditions for naturalisation (or any of them) are not complied with.” In Italy, “[i]f the foreigner is of Italian descent,” he may obtain citizenship by serving
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79 See FOCUS MIGRATION, COUNTY PROFILE: POLAND 3 (2005) available at http://www.focus-migration.de/typo3_upload/groups/3/focus_Migration_Publikationen/Laenderprofile/CP03_-_Poland.pdf (comparing this preferential treatment to “that given to the Aussiedler in Germany”).

in the Italian military, working for the Italian government, or residing in Italy for two years. Applicants of other ethnicities must complete 10 years of legal residence and meet an income test. Likewise, Armenia’s constitution holds that “Armenians by birth shall acquire citizenship of the Republic of Armenia through a simplified procedure.”

The Constitution of Bulgaria provides: “[a] person of Bulgarian origin shall acquire Bulgarian citizenship through a facilitated procedure.” Thus, the Bulgarian Citizenship Act declares that “[a]ny person who has been fathered by a Bulgarian citizen or whose descent from a Bulgarian citizen has been established by way of a court ruling shall be a Bulgarian citizen by origin.” The Act also provides for an expedited naturalization procedure towards citizenship if a person “is of a Bulgarian origin.” The Finnish Aliens Act permits those coming from the former Soviet Union who are of Finnish ancestry to receive permanent residence in Finland. The Lithuanian Constitution also includes a right of return: “Every Lithuanian person may settle in Lithuania,” it reads.

Nations with large diasporas will often encourage repatriation of their kinfolk who live beyond their borders and otherwise seek to maintain a sense of fellow-feeling with them. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia has encouraged the repatriation of millions of ethnic Russians who found themselves a minority in other former Soviet Republics. Ethnic Russians receive automatic citi-
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cizenship upon arrival as repatriates. In 2001, the former president Vladimir Putin declared that the Kremlin is “interested in the repatriation of Russians living abroad,” and that “[n]o obstacles should prevent us from feeling that we are a unified people.”

“[N]o obstacles should prevent us from feeling that we are a unified people.”

He also promised to defend the rights and the cultural heritage of Russians who suddenly found themselves living outside Russia following the collapse of the Soviet Union.”

The Kremlin is interested in the repatriation of Russians living abroad,” and that “[n]o obstacles should prevent us from feeling that we are a unified people.”

“He also promised to defend the rights and the cultural heritage of Russians who suddenly found themselves living outside Russia following the collapse of the Soviet Union.”

The Czech Republic, meanwhile, maintains official “policy principles regarding the resettlement of foreigners of Czech origin living abroad.”

Between 1995 and 2000, the Czech government worked with a private foundation to resettle 752 Russian and Kazakh citizens of Czech origin in the Czech Republic.

The Czech Act on Citizenship was amended in 1995 to provide an expedited citizenship process to several hundred “Volnya Czechs,” ethnic Czechs that the government had resettled from Ukraine. At the same time, non-Czech ethnics such as Roma who are long-term residents of the Czech Republic face greater obstacles to citizenship.

States may use their repatriation laws to establish a desired demographic balance. The Greek government, for example, settled most of the Pontic Greek repatriates in Western Thrace and Macedonia as a way of strengthening the ethnic Greek presence in those areas with the largest concentrations of ethnically Turkish (and
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Muslim) citizens of Greece.95 The European Union did not object to such demographic engineering; in fact, it helped to finance the settlement of the Pontics.

The demographic predicament of Latvia is similar to Israel’s, though the former has managed to guarantee an ethnically Latvian majority through its own law of return.

In Latvia, the measures taken fall within a policy aimed at re-establishing the demographic and national balance. In fact, the demographic situation of Latvia deteriorated badly during the Soviet period: Latvians, who accounted for 77% of the population in 1935 and about 80% in 1940–41—within the present frontiers—constituted only 52% by the time of the 1989 census. In the 1990s, for the first time since the war, partly due to repatriations, ethnic Latvians represent a gradually increasing proportion, reaching in 1998 55.5% of the total according to the Central Statistical Bureau (to 57.1% according to the population register).96

As the Latvian example demonstrates, laws of return are most crucial for nation-states in which the dominant ethnic group is in danger of losing its majority status. Democratic states may act purposively to ensure that their own national group and its culture remain dominant. Even France—which, unlike most European states, does not transfer citizenship by jus sanguinis—still maintains protectionist laws that aim to maintain French cultural dominance and to limit non-French cultural influences.97 The Netherlands, among other European liberal democracies, is finding that many of
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its liberal political traditions are culturally rooted, and immigration policy can preserve a majority that will maintain those traditions.\(^98\) Still other countries aim to guarantee a safe-haven to diaspora populations who live under precarious conditions. In any case, privileged access to immigration and citizenship are common and remain largely uncontroversial throughout Europe and elsewhere.\(^99\)

3.2. Europe’s Constitutional Heritage

The democratic states of Europe see no contradiction between a country’s ethnonational commitment and liberal democracy. “The concern of the ‘kin-States’ for the fate of the persons belonging to their national communities . . . who are citizens of other countries . . . and reside abroad is not a new phenomenon in international law,” concludes an October 2001 report by the European Commission for Democracy Through Law.\(^100\) The Venice Commission, as it is otherwise known, is the Council of Europe’s advisory body on constitutional matters and “has played a leading role in the adoption of constitutions that conform to the standards of Europe’s constitutional heritage.”\(^101\)

The commission’s study, Report on the Preferential Treatment of National Minorities by Their Kin-State, was prompted by a Hunga-

\(^98\) See Tom Hundley, Dutch to Muslims: Do You Really Want to Settle Here?, CHI. TRIB., Apr. 9, 2006, at 1 (reporting that the Netherlands has implemented a residency test based on the liberal cultural norms of the Netherlands; Britain and Germany are contemplating similar tests); see also Lucia Kubosova, EU Has Limits in Respecting Muslim Traditions, Says Frattini, EUOBSERVER (Oct. 9, 2006), http://euobserver.com/9/22591 (“The vice-president of the European Commission Franco Frattini has said Europe can only respect Muslim traditions if they do not contradict the bloc’s own basic values, such as freedom of speech or equality between men and women.”).

\(^99\) Cf. Jerry Z. Muller, Us and Them: The Enduring Power of Ethnic Nationalism, 87 FOREIGN AFF. 18, 33 (2008) (“Americans, accustomed by the U.S. government’s official practices to regard differential treatment on the basis of ethnicity to be a violation of universalist norms, often consider such policies exceptional, if not abhorrent. Yet in a global context, it is the insistence on universalist criteria that seems provincial.”).


rian law that conferred economic benefits on Hungarians living in neighboring countries. The Venice Commission aimed to determine whether “the preferential treatment by a State of its kin-minorities abroad . . . could be said to be compatible with the standards of the Council of Europe and with the principles of international law.”

Israel’s concern for Jews in other countries has often been taken to indicate an illiberal or undemocratic ethnonational preoccupation. Thus, Smooha labels Israel an “ethnic state” because, *inter alia*, “[t]he welfare of world Jewry is a major consideration of Israeli foreign policy.” Judt complains, “Israel is not the state of all its citizens, much less all its residents; it is the state of (all) Jews. Its leaders purport to speak for Jews everywhere.”

The Venice Commission found this sort of attitude towards a state’s “kin-minority” group in other countries neither novel nor uncommon. “Kin-States,” the commission found, “have shown their wish to intervene more significantly, and directly . . . in favour of their kin-minorities.” The commission favorably noted the efforts of nation-states to protect their kin-minorities abroad, citing the 1969 “package agreements” between Italy and Austria to secure the rights of the German-speaking minority in South Tyrol. “Nowadays, Austria continues to supervise the implementation of the ‘package,’” the commission observes, and “Italy does not challenge Austria’s right to do so.”

Germany also pursued bilateral agreements during the 1990s to protect ethnic Germans living outside its borders in Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Romania. At the same time, Hungary concluded similar agreements with three of its neighbors: Ukraine,
Croatia, and Slovenia. The Council of Europe’s Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities of 1995 encouraged the negotiation of bilateral agreements regarding the protection of minorities. According to Article 18 of the Framework Convention, “[t]he Parties shall endeavor to conclude, where necessary, bilateral and multilateral agreements with other States, in particular neighboring States, in order to ensure the protection of persons belonging to the national minorities concerned.” The European Union endorsed such bilateral treaties as a tool for guaranteeing stability in Central and Eastern Europe. The Pact on Stability in Europe, signed by 52 states and adopted in 1995, called on signatories to intensify “their good-neighbourly relations in all their aspects, including those related to the rights of persons belonging to national minorities.” Under the Pact’s auspices, further bilateral treaties were signed between Hungary and Slovakia and between Hungary and Romania.

“In the context of these bilateral agreements, kin-States attempt to secure a high level of protection to their minorities,” explains the Venice Commission, which regards such efforts by states on behalf of their kinfolk as both legitimate and beneficial. Such efforts are common. The commission’s report notes that following the collapse of communism, the countries of Central and Eastern Europe even wrote into their constitutions their identification with their ethnic diasporas. For example, Article 6 of the Hungarian Constitution (revised in 1989) provides that:
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The Republic of Hungary bears a sense of responsibility for the fate of Hungarians living outside its borders and shall promote and foster their relations with Hungary.\(^\text{114}\)

Article 7 of the Romanian Constitution (1991) provides that:

The State shall support the strengthening of links with Romanians living abroad and shall act accordingly for the preservation, development and expression of their ethnic, cultural, linguistic, and religious identity under observance of the legislation of the State of which they are citizens.\(^\text{115}\)

Article 5 of the Slovenian Constitution (1991) provides that:

Slovenia shall maintain concern for autochthonous Slovene national minorities in neighboring countries and shall foster their contacts with the homeland . . . Slovenes not holding Slovene citizenship may enjoy special rights and privileges in Slovenia. The nature and extent of such rights and privileges shall be regulated by law.\(^\text{116}\)

Article 49 of the Constitution of the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (1991) states that:

The Republic cares for the status and rights of those persons belonging to the Macedonian people in neighboring countries . . . assists their cultural development and promotes links with them.\(^\text{117}\)

Article 10 of the Croatian Constitution (1991) provides that:

Parts of the Croatian nation in other states are guaranteed special concern and protection by the Republic of Croatia.\(^\text{118}\)

Article 12 of the Ukrainian Constitution (1996) states that:

\(^{114}\) A MEGYAR KÖZTÁRSASÁ ALKOTMÁNYA [CONST. HUNG.], art. 6 (revised 1989).
\(^{115}\) CONST. RO. art. 7.
\(^{116}\) CONST. SLOVN. art. 5.
\(^{117}\) CONST. MACED. art. 49.
\(^{118}\) CONST. CROAT. art. 10.
Ukraine provides for the satisfaction of national and cultural, and linguistic needs of Ukrainians residing beyond the borders of the State.  

Article 6(2) of the Polish Constitution (1997) provides that:

The Republic of Poland shall provide assistance to Poles living abroad to maintain their links with the national cultural heritage.

Article 7a of the Slovak Constitution (amended in 2001) provides that:

The Slovak Republic shall support national awareness and cultural identity of Slovaks living abroad and their institutions for achieving these goals as well as their relationships with their homeland.

The Venice Commission report “deals primarily with the protection of minorities in the context of Central and Eastern Europe in the last decade,” but the Commission recognized that “there are numerous other examples (the protection of the Slovenian and the Croatian minorities in Austria by virtue of Article 7 of the Austrian State Treaty of 1955) that can be relevant for its conclusions.”

The practice of these states represents a European norm, one in conformity with Europe’s constitutional heritage and international law.

European states also enact domestic legislation conferring special benefits on members of their diasporas. In February 1997, Slovakia adopted an Act on Expatriate Slovaks. Under the law, Slovak “ethnic origin” derives from “direct ancestors up to the third generation.” Expatriate Slovaks qualify for an “Expatriate Card,” which admits the bearer to Slovak territory without written invitation, visa, or permit of stay. Bearers of the card are not re-
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quired to apply for a work permit or for permanent residence.\textsuperscript{125} Slovak expatriates may request exemption from Social Security payments in their home state if they qualify for receiving their rights on Slovak territory.\textsuperscript{126}

Similarly, the Act on Hungarians Living in Neighboring Countries (2001) provides for a “Certificate of Hungarian Nationality” that entitles the bearer to participate in Hungary’s health insurance and pension programs.\textsuperscript{127} The Act grants Hungarian work permits and subsidized travel to ethnic Hungarians living in Slovakia, Ukraine, Romania, Yugoslavia, Croatia, and Slovenia.\textsuperscript{128} Work permits may be granted for three months annually without prior assessment of the needs of the labor market, and kin-foreigners may apply for reimbursement of the costs incurred in meeting the legal conditions of employment.\textsuperscript{129} The Act also provides scholarships for ethnic Hungarian students to attend Hungarian universities,\textsuperscript{130} and even offers support to ethnic Hungarians studying at universities in the students’ home states regardless of the language or the curriculum.\textsuperscript{131} The Act enables Hungarian teachers to receive training in Hungary, while the Hungarian government provides assistance to organizations operating abroad to promote knowledge of the Hungarian language, literature, and cultural heritage.\textsuperscript{132} To the same end, the Act offers financial assistance to ethnic Hungarian families living outside of Hungary if they have at least two children who attend a Hungarian-language school.\textsuperscript{133}

In the Act, Hungary announces its intention to support:

[T]he preservation, furtherance and research of Hungarian national traditions[,] the preservation and fostering of the Hungarian language, literature, culture, and folk arts[,] the promotion of higher education of Hungarians living abroad

\textsuperscript{125} Id.
\textsuperscript{126} Id. § 6(1)(2).
\textsuperscript{128} Id. arts. 8, 15.
\textsuperscript{129} Id. arts. 15–16.
\textsuperscript{130} Id. art. 9.
\textsuperscript{131} Id. art. § 10(1).
\textsuperscript{132} Id. arts. 11–13, 18.
\textsuperscript{133} Id. art. 14.
by facilitating the work of instructors from Hungary as visiting lecturers; [and] the restoration and maintenance of monuments belonging to the Hungarian cultural heritage.\footnote{Id. art. 18(2)(a)–(d).}

Besides language and culture, Hungary also concerns itself with the material well-being of ethnic Hungarians living abroad. The Act aims at “the enhancement of the capacity of disadvantaged settlements in areas inhabited by Hungarian national communities living abroad to improve their ability to preserve their population and to develop rural tourism” and “the establishment and improvement of conditions of infrastructure for maintaining contacts with the Republic of Hungary.”\footnote{Id. art. 18(2)(e)–(f); see also Christin J. Albertie, Note, \textit{The Act on Hungarians Living Abroad: A Misguided Approach to Minority Protection}, 24 \textit{Mich. J. Int’l L.} 961, 993 (2003) (“Other goals which the Status Law mandates for Hungarian organizations operating abroad relate more to economic advancement of ethnic Hungarians than the advancement of culture or language.”).} Unmistakably, the welfare of ethnic Hungarians abroad is a central concern of Hungarian foreign policy.

Russia too has adopted a law favoring its ethnic diaspora, the Federal Law on the State Policy of the Russian Federation in Respect of the Compatriots Abroad. Adopted in March 1999, Article 1 of the law defines compatriots as those who “share a common language, religion, cultural heritage, traditions and customs, as [well as] their direct descendants.”\footnote{Federal Law on the State Policy of the Russian Federation in Respect of Compatriots Abroad, art. 1 (Mar. 5, 1999).} Compatriots are promptly granted citizenship upon their request. Other preferential laws include Austria’s Law on the Equation of the South Tyrolean with the Austrian Citizens in Particular Administrative Fields (1979); Italy’s Law on the Measures in Favor of the Italian Minority in Slovenia and Croatia (2001); Romania’s Law Regarding the Support Granted to the Romanian Communities From All Over the World (1998); and Bulgaria’s Law for the Bulgarians Living Outside the Republic of Bulgaria (2000).\footnote{VENICE COMMISSION REPORT, \textit{supra} note 100.}

As for the legitimacy of these laws, the Venice Commission concludes that “[a] State can legitimately issue laws or regulations concerning foreign citizens without seeking the prior consent of the
relevant States of citizenship, as long as the effects of these laws or regulations are to take place within its borders only." But “[w]hen the law specifically aims at deploying its effects on foreign citizens in a foreign country,” its legitimacy depends on the aim pursued. Fostering the cultural link between a kin-state and its kin-minority, for example, has become an “international custom”:

In certain fields such as education and culture, certain practices, which pursue obvious cultural aims, have developed and have been followed by numerous States. It is mostly accepted, for instance, at least between States, which have friendly relations, that States grant scholarships to foreign students of their kin-minorities for their studies in the kin-language in educational institutions abroad. These institutions, on the other hand, are often financed by the kin-States. Similarly, it is common for States to promote the study of their language and culture also through incentives to be granted to foreign students, independently of their national background.

In these fields, if there exists an international custom, the consent of the home-State can be presumed and kin-States may take unilateral administrative or legislative measures. In fact, promoting the study of the states’ languages and cultures abroad is not merely a custom but an obligation of states under the European Cultural Convention. Under that agreement, each contracting party agrees to “endeavour to promote the study of its language or languages, history and civilisation of the other Contracting Parties . . . .” This would be a strange obligation if liberal-democratic norms required a state to act only as a “state of all its citizens” without any transgeographical ethnocultural identity. European political history and practice reveal that democratic na-
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tion-states are the stewards not merely of geographic groupings of individuals, but also of distinct cultural heritages, which typically rest on ethnic ties.\footnote{See Anthony D. Smith, National Identity 19-42 (1991) (discussing the ways in which ethnic communities transformed into nations); cf. Elie Kedourie, Nationalism 66 (4th ed. 1993) (discussing the linguistic and racial elements of national identity).}

With regard to aims other than language and culture, the Venice Commission maintained that kin-States must take care not to infringe the home-state’s sovereignty and must respect treaty obligations. Several treaties—the U.N. Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities—prohibit discrimination. Yet the Commission concluded that when “part of the population is given a less favourable treatment on the basis of their not belonging to a specific ethnic group,” the disparate treatment “is not, of itself, discriminatory, nor contrary to the principles of international law. Indeed, the ethnic targeting is commonly done, for example, in laws on citizenship.”\footnote{Venice Commission Report, supra note 100 (footnotes omitted) (emphasis added).} Ethnic-based preferences in citizenship laws—that is, Laws of Return—are not only legal, but so common that the Venice Commission mentions it in passing as an obviously accepted practice.

Thus, ethnic preferences are justified when the kin-state acts to protect its kinfolk abroad or to foster cultural bonds with them. From the Venice Commission’s exposition of the European constitutional heritage and international law, it would seem that Israel—far from being anachronism—finds itself increasingly in the mainstream of international practice. “The practice of stipulating bilateral treaties on friendly co-operation or on minority protection is already the object of encouragement and assistance as well as of close scrutiny by the international community[,]” the commission observes, but there has been a “more recent tendency of kin-States to enact domestic legislation or regulations conferring special rights to their kin-minorities” and “the emerging of new and original forms of minority protection, particularly by the kin-States, constitutes a positive trend . . . .”\footnote{Id.} In the aftermath of the population displacements and the redrawing of borders following the
Second World War and the political shake-up of the Soviet Union’s collapse, more and more countries find their kinfolk living outside their borders. These nation-states have always maintained a concern for their national identities, but the new reality of diaspora has led them to act in ways that Israel always has acted. Thus, Israel appears less unique because states and peoples in similar circumstances have become more common.

3.3. Diaspora Peoples

Yet despite the accepted practice of fostering cultural links with a nation’s diaspora, Israel still finds itself singled out for criticism. Oxford philosophy professor, Brian Klug, for example, identifies Israel’s commitment to the Jewish people as exceptional among modern states. “Israel does not regard itself as a state that just happens to be Jewish,” he writes. “It sees itself as (in Prime Minister Sharon’s phrase) ‘the Jewish collective,’ the sovereign state of the Jewish people as a whole.”147 Klug criticizes Sharon for calling Israel “a national and spiritual center for all Jews of the world” and identifying Jewish immigration as “the central goal of the State of Israel.”148 Yet Israel’s aim to preserve and promote Jewish cultural heritage—along with its desire for its kin-group living abroad to resettle at home—appears thoroughly unexceptional in the contemporary practice of democratic states.

Nevertheless, some critics allege that Israel’s national identification with the Jewish people uniquely implicates Jews worldwide in the actions of the Israel government, even justifying anti-Jewish attacks in Europe and elsewhere. As Judt writes:

Diaspora Jews cannot influence Israeli policies, but they are implicitly identified with them, not least by Israel’s own insistent claims upon their allegiance. The behavior of a self-described Jewish state affects the way everyone else looks at Jews. The increased incidence of attacks on Jews in Europe and elsewhere is primarily attributable to misdirected efforts, often by young Muslims, to get back at Israel.149

Judt elaborates elsewhere:
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149 Judt, Israel: The Alternative, supra note 6, at 10.
It is the policies of Israeli governments, especially in the past two decades, that have provoked widespread anti-Jewish feelings in Europe and elsewhere. This may seem absurd, but there is a certain tragic logic to it. Zionists have always insisted that there is no distinction between the Jewish people and the Jewish state. The latter offers a right of citizenship to Jews anywhere in the world. Israel is not the state of all its citizens, much less all its residents; it is the state of (all) Jews. Its leaders purport to speak for Jews everywhere. They can hardly be surprised when their own behavior provokes a backlash against . . . Jews.\textsuperscript{150}

Taking out one’s opposition to Israeli policies on one’s Jewish neighbors makes sense, according to this logic, because Israel speaks on behalf of the Jewish people as a whole, which, as Klug puts it, “is liable to give the unreflective onlooker the impression that Jews are, as it were, lumping themselves together; that Israel is indeed ‘the Jewish collective.’”\textsuperscript{151}

But, as noted above, it remains commonplace for countries to hold themselves out as a national and spiritual center for a particular people. Some states, such as Greece or Bulgaria, even have national churches in which a particular religion is explicitly associated with an ethnic group in the way ethnic Jews are associated with Judaism. Under Bulgarian law, for example, the Bulgarian Orthodox Church may issue a “proof of nationality” of an ethnic Bulgarian living abroad.\textsuperscript{152} More generally, Sharon’s language is unexceptional among contemporary leaders. The presidents of France have routinely spoken “on behalf of the French people.”\textsuperscript{153} The Chinese president makes statements on behalf of not only his gov-
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ernment, but also the Chinese people as a whole. Upon being elected president of Mexico in 2000, Vicente Fox "said that he intends to be President to ‘all Mexicans’—at home and abroad." Fox called for Mexican emigrants to vote in Mexican elections, and he "transformed the Office of Mexicans Abroad into a top-level presidential agency" to serve as an advocate for Mexican migrants in the United States. Indeed, the Palestine Liberation Organization has long held itself out as the “sole and legitimate representative of the Palestinian people” living in exile around the world.

In 2000, the Indian government established the High Level Committee on the Indian Diaspora to recommend the establishment of institutional connections to ethnic Indians living abroad. India’s rhetorical commitment to its diaspora had been longstanding. "The subject of overseas Indians is one which is very dear to our hearts. . . . Everyone of Indian origin, overseas, is a representative of India and retains many aspects of our cultural traditions and civilization,” the then-Minister of External Affairs (and future Prime Minister), Atal Behari Vajpayee, said in 1977. “Though our sons and daughters have gone abroad to work or to reside there, India will never disown them or fail to appreciate and respect their essential loyalty to the culture and heritage of the mother country.” The report of the High Level Committee noted that many countries worldwide maintain official linkages with their national communities living abroad, including not only the European states of Greece, Italy, and Poland, but also Japan and South Korea:

Many countries with successful Diasporas have created viable structures for handling issues related to their Diaspora. The Greek, Italian and Polish Governments had created
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well-staffed departments within their respective Ministries of Foreign Affairs, which are apart from the several semi and non-governmental initiatives both at home and abroad complementing official efforts to cultivate their Diasporas. Poland’s Parliament has committees dealing with Diaspora issues. Its Ministries of Culture and for Education are also involved in servicing the Diaspora’s educational and cultural needs. Japan has created a “Council on the Movement of People Across Borders” to advise the Prime Minister and the Minister of Foreign Affairs as well as a cell in its foreign affairs ministry on the Japanese Diaspora. Italy has devised supplementary mechanisms to strengthen links with its Diaspora and is considering enabling legislation to give it representation in the Italian Parliament. South Korea has created a 15-member ministerial “Committee of Korean Residents Abroad,” headed by the South Korean Prime Minister, as well as parallel autonomous organisations.160

Japan and the Philippines also maintain preferential repatriation laws. Both the People’s Republic of China and the Republic of China (Taiwan) have created cabinet-level ministries to maintain relations with overseas Chinese communities, and both provide some legislative representation to them as well. The People’s Republic especially has fostered links with the diaspora to its economic advantage.161

The contemporary trend is to strengthen, rather than eliminate, ties between kin-states and their peoples abroad. One outcome of the High Level Committee’s report, for example, was the establishment of the Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs. In 2003, India amended its citizenship law to permit “persons of Indian origin” who hold citizenship in other countries to retain a qualified form of

160 Id. at xxiv.
161 See generally PAUL J. BOLT, CHINA AND SOUTHEAST ASIA’S ETHNIC CHINESE: STATE AND DIASPORA IN CONTEMPORARY ASIA (2000) (detailing the Chinese government’s efforts to attract foreign investment from the Chinese community abroad); see also China’s Diaspora Turns Homeward, ECONOMIST, Nov. 27, 1993, at 33 (“Official Chinese figures show that some $44 billion of foreign money was invested in China between 1979 and the middle of 1993 . . . . [T]he overseas Chinese are responsible for some 80% of total investment.”).
Indian citizenship, called “overseas citizenship of India.” An OCI passport allows a nonresident Indian to enter the country without a visa, to own and transfer immovable property in India, and to receive access to economic, financial, and educational resources provided by the Indian government. Overseas citizenship strengthens ethnic Indians’ “emotional and cultural bonds with their country of origin” and “facilitate[s] [the] Diaspora’s contribution in India’s social [d]evelopment,” according to the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry. To that end, the Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs hosts an annual conference in New Delhi “which aims to connect more [than] 25 million Indians with India’s Economic and Social development” and provides a platform for overseas Indians to help bond with India. By reaching out to Indians overseas, the Indian government aims at “bringing together the Indian Diaspora and leveraging the potential offered by the global Indian family.”

Identification of the nation-state with its diaspora is a recent—and increasingly significant—phenomenon, not an anachronism. Greece established its General Secretariat for Greeks Abroad only in 1983. The secretariat maintains a number of divisions to address the issues of expatriates in different parts of the world, assisting them with social welfare and strengthening their ties with
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In 1995, the Greek government created the World Council of Hellenes Abroad to coordinate the activities of the some 3,500 grassroots organizations established by the Greek diaspora. In 1989, Greece established specific institutions to connect the state with the Pontic Greeks: the National Bureau for Pontic Affairs in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the National Foundation for the Reception and Settlement of Repatriated Greeks.

Ukraine established a Ministry of Nationalities and Migration in 1993. Following the adoption of a new constitution in 1996, the body was renamed the State Committee on Citizenship, National Minorities, and Migration. In 1991, Latvia established its Department for Citizenship and Immigration, which contains a Repatriation Center, under the aegis of the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

In 2001, the Irish government established a “Task Force on Policy Regarding Emigrants,” which recommended “[t]he adoption of a strategic and integrated approach to meeting the needs of the Irish Abroad which includes policy objectives, an action plan and the necessary structures and resources to achieve these ends.” Such an effort would include a permanent “Agency for the Irish Abroad” to coordinate the provision of services (including welfare services) to Irish expatriates. The Irish have considered a constitutional amendment that would provide for the election of three members to the Senate by Irish emigrants. Ireland has begun offering grants to organizations that provide welfare to Irish living abroad and promote repatriation.
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169 Tinguy, supra note 66, at 119.

170 Id. at 120.


172 Id. at 9.

173 PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY REPORT, supra note 168, para. 54.

174 See Press Release, Irish Dep’t of Foreign Affairs, Minister Roche Announces Dion Grants, Grants for Irish Emigrant Welfare Services in Britain (July 1, 2003), available at http://www.dfa.ie/home/index.aspx?id=26020 (describing the Dion grants, which provided €2.5 million in welfare payments to Irish citizens living in Great Britain in 2002).
Similarly, Italy established the Committees of Italians Abroad in 1985 under the aegis of its individual consulates. The committees represent not only Italian citizens living abroad, but also “foreign nationals of Italian origin.” The committees’ activities focus on preserving cultural, social, and economic ties with the Italian state, and they also defend the rights of expatriates. The General Council of Italians Abroad, chaired by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, was established in 1989. The council “advises the government on all issues affecting Italian expatriates, and also proposes new legislative initiatives.”

Spain maintains links with its diaspora through the Councils of Spanish Residents, which are attached to the Spanish consulates, and the General Emigration Council. Portugal’s Council of the Portuguese Communities represents Portuguese community organizations abroad, along with five regional councils for Europe, North America, South America, Africa, and Asia. France maintains a Senior Council of the French Abroad, which acts as an advisory body attached to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The Council of Europe’s Parliamentary Assembly, in a report on *Links Between Europeans Living Abroad and Their Countries of Origin*, concluded that current demographic realities are leading to an increased separation—rather than identification—of the concepts of nationality and citizenship. For European states, “citizenship, meaning equality before the law and participation in public affairs, has traditionally been bound up with the concept of nationality, which strictly speaking refers to membership of a cultural community having a variety of roots (ethnic, linguistic, religious and historical).” The Assembly further explains that “the concept of the nation as a sovereign state with its own territory and frontiers . . . has naturally been undermined by social and political developments of the last ten to fifteen years . . . .” Contemporary Europeans speak of “a tendency towards ‘deterritorialisation of politics,’ which is in fact in line with the wishes of individuals, who
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want their home countries to grant them more rights and afford them greater protection.”

Relatively recent historical developments have placed European states in a situation similar to Israel: a democratic state with a national community—“ethnic, linguistic, religious, and historical”—spread across territorial borders. Faced with that circumstance, the European states more fully appreciate the role of the state in representing a national community as well as administering a given territory. The Parliamentary Assembly concludes that “[m]any problems could certainly be solved by making a clear distinction between two sets of rights . . . . those linked with residence in a given geographical area (‘citizenship rights’) and those linked with possession of a given cultural, civic and national identity . . . .”

This recognition is especially significant for Europe, where the project of European integration and increased immigration from non-European communities has made EU member states worried about guarding their distinct ethnocultural identities. One proposal would grant citizenship rights to non-EU nationals who live in Europe but would also allow member-states to grant the same rights, as rights of nationality, to their peoples living anywhere in the world:

This should hold the key to solving the problem of non-EU nationals on EU territory: all residents might, after spending a specified number of years in a member state, be granted European citizenship, carrying certain residence, social, civic and political rights, with rights pertaining to nationality (and thus attributable to European expatriates) remaining the member state’s prerogative. European citizenship, being closely bound up with residence for a jointly agreed minimum period, could be lost by expatriates returning for good to home countries outside the EU. But it would also be granted automatically to all EU nationals, whether or not they lived on European Union territory.
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As such a vision becomes increasingly realized in Europe, the primary function of the state would be to represent specific national communities—defined by ethnic, linguistic, or religious ties, but not by geography—while the citizenship rights pertaining to actual residence within the state would be ceded to a supranational organization, the European Union.

The Parliamentary Assembly’s observation that citizenship has traditionally been bound up with nationality parallels Hannah Arendt’s argument about the implicit relationship between human rights and national emancipation.\(^{184}\) As Arendt observed, when a disjunction emerges between the nation’s self-definition and its political expression in the state, national rights take on primary significance.

The debate within Europe over nationality and citizenship provides insight into the political ideals underlying the European concept of self-determination and the nation-state. Historians have observed that “self-determination” for the countries of Western Europe emerged as an ideal tied to popular sovereignty and democratic self-government while in Central and Eastern Europe self-determination was more closely tied to nationalism, especially the aspiration of various ethnic groups to political sovereignty. But the difference is largely illusory. The supposedly more liberal and democratic model of the West depended on a prior experience of social homogenization in Western Europe.\(^{185}\) There, “the body of citizens empowered to participate in political matters was identical with the nation.”\(^{186}\) The emerging states of Central and Eastern Europe had yet to undergo a process of ethnic homogenization.\(^{187}\)

\(^{184}\) See supra text accompanying note 26.

\(^{185}\) See Muller, supra note 99, at 21 (observing that “[l]iberal nationalism . . . was not apt to emerge in states that already possessed a high degree of ethnic homogeneity”).


\(^{187}\) See Muller, supra note 99, at 21 (“As late as 1914, most of central, eastern, and southeastern Europe was made up not of nation-states but of empires . . . . Each of these empires was composed of numerous ethnic groups . . . .”).
states and ethnic groups . . . . In such circumstances identity became an issue of primary importance.” 188

Thus the notion that some states were simply states of all their citizens could emerge because of the coincidence of ethnic demography and political boundaries. But there is little doubt that even these states saw themselves as expressions of the cultural identity of a distinct people. In the second volume of his wartime memoirs, Charles de Gaulle recalls telling Franklin Roosevelt that “Western Europe, despite its dissention and its distress, is essential to the West. Nothing can replace the value, the power, the shining example of these ancient peoples.” 189 The political traditions of the states of democratic Europe, for de Gaulle, emerged from the cultural expressions of a distinct people exercising sovereignty. 190

It may be that the dependence of the liberal-democratic state on a particular national tradition becomes clearly evident only when the confluence between state and nation has been interrupted through political or demographic change, as the Parliamentary Assembly report illustrates. The French republican tradition of laïcité, to take another example, has long been understood as a liberal and universalist principle of the separation of church and state, but now it causes controversy in France between defenders of the tra-


In the United Kingdom and France there existed a politically unified state and a relatively homogenous culture which facilitated the pursuit of political ideals such as popular sovereignty and representative government. In Central and Eastern Europe this was not the case . . . . There was, for example, no single state in the early nineteenth century within which all ethnic Germans or Italians resided. On the other hand, in the Austro-Hungarian and Russian Empires there were many diverse ethnic groups within a single state.

Id.

189 JOHN LAMBERTON HARPER, AMERICAN VISIONS OF EUROPE 114–15 (1994) (emphasis added). De Gaulle further warned Roosevelt that in his opinion, “his plan risked endangering the Western world. By considering Western Europe a secondary matter, was he not going to weaken the very cause he meant to serve—that of civilization?” Id. at 114.

190 See, e.g., Muller, supra note 99, at 31 (“When French textbooks began with ‘Our ancestors the Gauls’ or when Churchill spoke to wartime audiences of ‘this island race,’ they appealed to ethnonationalist sensibilities as a source of mutual trust and sacrifice.”).
diation and recent immigrants from Muslim countries. What was once considered essential to liberal democracy is now derided as illiberal, an imposition of French cultural chauvinism over the rights to freedom of expression and religion of, say, Muslim schoolchildren who wish to wear headscarves. Defenders now champion laïcité not as a requirement of universal human rights—its original justification—but as the expression of the cultural traditions of the French people. Indeed, French republicanism was always both liberal and culturally specific, but the dependence of the liberal tradition on the national one only emerges in periods of disruption.

As the comment of the Parliamentary Assembly that a “deterriorialization of politics” is “in line with the wishes of individuals” indicates, many Europeans want their nationality expressed in public law. Non-governmental organizations such as the Federal Union of European Nationalities or think tanks such as the Munich-based International Institute for Ethnic-Group Rights and Regionalism therefore promote a “law of ethnic groups” within Europe. Because Jews are not considered to be “autochthonous” to Europe—meaning their national origins are elsewhere—this trend only makes it more imperative for Jews to exercise political
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193 See John Rosenthal, Anti-Semitism and Ethnicity in Europe, 121 POL’LY REV. 17, 35 (2003) (stating that this “law of ethnic groups” is meant to create a legal framework that takes into account both ethnological and political facts). According to this view:

[...]he traditional states of Europe are supposed to be inhabited, apart from the members of their “majority” nations, by those of any number of other “nationalities” or “national minorities,” each reputedly concentrated in regions to which they are “autochthonous” and some being in principle just “branches” of the “majority” nation of a neighboring state. As they are evidently not constituted by political membership in the state—or, in other words, by the citizenship of their countries of residence, which the putative members of these “national minorities” in any case hold—such “nationalities” must, then, be conceived in “ethnic” terms, that is, as being constituted by real or imagined commonalities of “culture” and ancestry.
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sovereignty in their own national state.194 Indeed, the idea that the Jews represent a distinct nation is not alien even from current European politics and law.195

Jewish nationality was not simply the invention of Zionism, but of other national peoples who defined themselves in such a way as to exclude Jews. As the founder of Zionism, Theodor Herzl, put it: “We are a nation—the enemy makes us a nation whether we like it or not.”196 The foundations of nationalism are discussed below, but here it suffices to say that peoples, even those organized in contemporary liberal democracies, continue to conceive of themselves in national terms—as evidenced by the growing prevalence of diasporic bonds. “While diasporas are as old as history, diasporas at the turn of the millennium maintain bonds to their homelands and among their members that are stronger than ever,” writes Anupam Chander.197 “Today, the diaspora—people dispersed from their homelands, yet maintaining ties to those homelands and to each other—votes, invests capital, participates in political life, and even takes up arms, all for a distant homeland. These expressions are markers of citizenship and nation, not only private association and culture.”198 As populations become more geographically interspersed, national identity is becoming more important to national governments.

4. NATIONAL SELF-DETERMINATION

The idea that a sovereign democratic government represents a particular ethnonational community has its root in the principle of “self-determination of peoples” espoused at the foundation of the

194 See id. at 36.
195 As John Rosenthal writes of a German law providing for the immigration of former Soviet subjects to Germany:

[the immigrants are thus treated as refugees—so-called “contingent refugees,” meaning they are not required to pass through the usual asylum procedure—and classified by the German authorities, following former Soviet and current German practice, as being “of Jewish nationality.” Unlike refugees from former Soviet lands presumed to be “of German nationality” (i.e., “ethnic Germans”), they are not given German citizenship.]

Id. at 29 (emphasis added).
196 STRAUSS, supra note 20, at 142 (internal quotation marks omitted).
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League of Nations and the United Nations, and it has been ratified by subsequent practice.\textsuperscript{199} International law and practice recognize a right of national self-determination.\textsuperscript{200} The State of Israel represents a straightforward application of these commonly accepted principles, and its experience highlights the dependence of liberal democratic government on a political community constituted by mutual affection and identification.\textsuperscript{201}

4.1. “Self-Determination of Peoples”

If the ethnonational identity of a sovereign democratic government is not unique to the Israeli experience, neither is the solidarity felt by members of the diaspora towards their national state. In 1975, Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan observed that ethnic influences had become “the single most important determinant of American foreign policy.”\textsuperscript{202} The efforts of ethnic groups to influence American foreign policy on behalf of their homelands have only grown—in extent as well as in influence—since that time.\textsuperscript{203} Political scientists speak of “transnational nationalism,” in which far-flung diaspora communities identify politically and culturally with their kin-states.\textsuperscript{204} Moreover, the ethnically based migrations that the world has seen since World War II and again after the break-up of the Soviet Union were not merely the result of preferential immigration policies on the part of the receiving coun-

\textsuperscript{199} See infra Part 4.1 (discussing the principle of “self-determination of peoples”).

\textsuperscript{200} See infra Part 4.2 (discussing the role of national self-determination in international law and practice).

\textsuperscript{201} See infra Part 4.3 (discussing how Israel is illustrative of liberal democratic politics).

\textsuperscript{202} ETHNICITY: THEORY AND EXPERIENCE 23–24 (Nathan Glazer & Daniel P. Moynihan eds., 1975) (“Foreign policy responds to [America’s] ethnic composition. It responds to other things as well, but probably first of all to the primal facts of ethnicity.”).

\textsuperscript{203} See Yossi Shain, Ethnic Diasporas and U.S. Foreign Policy, 109 POL. SCI. Q. 811, 812 (1995) (“[T]he ability of U.S. diasporas to affect American foreign policy toward their homeland has grown (and is likely to expand . . .”).

\textsuperscript{204} See Victor Roudometof, Transnationalism and Globalization: The Greek Orthodox Diaspora between Orthodox Universalism and Transnational Nationalism, 9 DIAspORA 361, 362 (2000) (“[T]ransnationalism is perhaps best described as a process involving cultural practices and experiences that are no longer confined within state boundaries and local, territorially bound traditions.”).
tries. Rather, ethnic migrants specifically sought to return to their national homelands.

Ethnic groups have likewise aspired to national statehood. “Diasporic communities of stateless nations have historically played an integral part and often led in the struggle for political independence in their claimed homelands,” writes Yossi Shain.205 Not merely in the remote past, but also currently: “More recent manifestations of a diaspora’s effort on behalf of an independent homeland include North American Sikhs’ campaign for an independent Sikh country, Khalistan, and the crusade of Palestinian and Arab-Americans for Palestinian self-determination.”206 The ongoing struggles in Iraq involve the aspirations to self-determination of the Kurds, whose national population extends into Turkey and Iran, as well as the Iraqi Shiites and Sunnis.207

Such nationalistic aspirations have in fact been nurtured by the United States through Wilsonian notions of self-determination. “With the outbreak of World War I, ethnic Americans became increasingly preoccupied with their native countries,” writes Shain.208 “Woodrow Wilson’s proclamation of the principle of self-determination further ignited the political commitment of Poles, Slovaks, Ukrainians, Lithuanians, Armenians, Albanians, and Croats. They all lobbied vigorously for American recognition of and support for postwar independence…”209 In setting out America’s war aims, Wilson said that the United States was fighting “for the liberty, self-government, and the undictated development of all peoples” because no people should “be forced under sovereignty under which it does not wish to live.”210 Wilson’s conception of self-determination began with a focus on democratic self-government, not necessarily national independence, but his thinking—and American policies—evolved in the direction of ethnonational self-determination. When he presented his Fourteen

205 Shain, supra note 203, at 817.
206 Id. (footnote omitted).
207 Cf. Peter W. Galbraith, Make Walls, Not War, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 23, 2007, at A29 (“The absence of a shared identity is a main reason the Bush administration has failed to construct workable national institutions in Iraq.”).
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210 Woodrow Wilson, Communication from the President of the United States to the Provisional Government of Russia, 11 AM. J. INT’L L. 156, 157 (1917).
Points to a joint session of Congress on January 8, 1918, Wilson "was certainly thinking in terms of self-determination for some subject nationalities." In Article XIII, he called for an independent Polish state to be constituted from "those territories inhabited by indisputably Polish populations." A month later, Wilson was stressing the importance of national self-determination for all "well-defined national elements," as he told Congress on February 11, 1918:

Peoples are not to be handed about from one sovereignty to another by an international conference or an understanding between rivals and antagonists. National aspirations must be respected; peoples may now be dominated and governed by their own consent. Self-determination is not a mere phrase, it is an imperative principle of action which statesmen will henceforth ignore at their peril.

Wilson's principle of national self-determination drove American foreign policy. By 1918, Wilson had concluded that the principle required the dismemberment of Austria-Hungary. That October, he rejected an Austrian proposal of autonomy for the nationalities of Austria-Hungary, saying that it was for the particular nationalities themselves to decide "what action on the part of the Austro-Hungarian Government will satisfy their aspirations and their conception of their rights and destiny as members of the family of nations." By the time of the Peace Conference, Wilson had embraced the notion that "all nationalities were entitled to self-determination." As Rupert Emerson observes, "the peoples involved in the Wilsonian period were ethnic communities, nations or nationalities primarily defined by language and culture . . . ." Wilson believed so strongly that nationalities were defined by ob-
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jective ethnic traits that he and other American delegates at Versailles even argued that "their team of experts could provide better evidence of the lines of national divisions and affiliations than could be obtained from plebiscites of the populations concerned."217

Though the Allies had declared their intention to make self-determination the guiding principle of the Peace Conference, they ultimately applied the principle only to the territory of the defeated powers. Moreover, despite Wilson’s efforts, the Allies declined to include it in the Covenant of the League of Nations as a general principle of international law.218 The principle of self-determination gained legal recognition only insofar as it formed the implicit background of Article 22, which governed the administration of the mandate system and embraced “the principle that the well-being and development of such peoples form a sacred trust of civilisation and that securities for the performance of this trust should be embodied in this Covenant.”219 This applied, of course, only to those “peoples” living in the mandated territories. The political status of those peoples living under the mandate system was reaffirmed, at least by implication, in Article 80 of the United Nations Charter of 1945.220

The U.N. Charter also declares, in Article 1.2, that one of the purposes of the United Nations is to “develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples . . . .”221 The definition of “peoples” remains unclear, but the term was surely meant to indicate something other than sovereign states, as indicated by the tra-
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218 See MUSGRAVE, supra note 188, at 30–31 (describing discussions surrounding the potential inclusion of the principle of self-determination in the Covenant and citing, in particular, Secretary of State Lansing’s view that “self-determination would become a source of political instability and domestic disorder, and a cause of rebellion”).
220 See U.N. Charter art. 80, para. 1 ("Except as may be agreed upon in individual trusteeship agreements . . . placing each territory under the trusteeship system, and until such agreements have been concluded, nothing in this Chapter shall be construed in or of itself to alter in any manner the rights whatsoever of any states or any peoples or the terms of existing international instruments to which Members of the United Nations may respectively be parties.").
221 Id. art. 1, para. 2.
vaux préparatoires to the Charter. During the drafting of Article 1.2 the Belgian delegate suggested that the word “states” would be more appropriate than “peoples.” His proposal was rejected by the drafting committee, however, which explained that the word “peoples” in Article 1.2 did not signify “states” because the two terms represent separate and distinct concepts. The committee explained that Article 1.2 was meant “to proclaim the equal rights of peoples as such, [and] consequently their right to self-determination. Equality of rights therefore extends to states, nations, and peoples” under the Charter.\textsuperscript{222} The U.N. confirmed the distinction between a “people” and a “state” with General Assembly Resolution 2625 (XXV), which declared, “[b]y virtue of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations,” that “all peoples have the right freely to determine, without external interference, their political status and to pursue their economic, social, and cultural development, and every State has the duty to respect this right in accordance with the provisions of the Charter.”\textsuperscript{223}

During the drafting of the Charter, the Belgian delegate argued that the term “people” in Article 1.2 denoted “national groups which do not identify themselves with the population of a state.”\textsuperscript{224} A memorandum by the Secretariat expounded on the distinction between “peoples” and “nations.” The Secretariat concluded that “the word ‘nation’ is broad and general enough to include colonies, mandates, protectorates, and quasi-states as well as states.”\textsuperscript{225} With regard to the use of the terms “nations” and “peoples” in Article 1.2, the Secretariat held that “there appears to be no difficulty in this juxtaposition since ‘nations’ is used in the sense of all political entities, states and non-states, whereas ‘peoples’ refers to groups of human beings who may, or may not, comprise states or


\textsuperscript{225} Memorandum from the Secretary of the United Nations to the Coordination Committee (June 18, 1945), \textit{reprinted in} 18 U.N.C.I.O. Docs. 654, 657 (1945).
As to a definition of “peoples,” the Secretariat could only appeal to the commonsense understanding: “[T]he word ‘peoples’ [is] used in connection with the phrase ‘self-determination of peoples’. This phrase is in such common usage that no other word seems appropriate.” In common usage, the term generally applied to ethnic groups. The Secretariat expounded on the principle of self-determination of peoples by noting that “the principle as one whole extends as a general basic conception to a possible amalgamation of nationalities if they so freely choose.” The implication of this statement, however, is that the principle would ordinarily apply to individual nationalities.

In a separate opinion in the International Court of Justice’s 1966 decision in the *South West Africa Cases* (*Ethiopia v. South Africa, Liberia v. South Africa*), Judge ad hoc van Wyck noted that Article 73 of the Charter refers to “territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure of self-government,” prescribes “due respect for the cultures of the peoples concerned,” and insists that states administering such territories take due account “of the political aspirations of the peoples.” The aim, ultimately, is “free political institutions according to the particular circumstances of each Territory and its peoples . . .” Because Article 73 refers to “territory” in the singular, but “its peoples” in the plural, the judge concluded that more than one people could inhabit a particular trust territory. Moreover, the language of Article 73 does not “support the existence of a general prohibition of the allotment of rights, burdens, privileges, etc. on the basis of group, class, or race,” according to van Wyck. Rather, the judge concluded, a
state such as South Africa could pursue “a policy aimed at separate self-determination for the various population groups of South West Africa.” By the same logic—viz., that the Charter assumes there could be more than one people entitled to self-determination in a given territory—Turkey has maintained that the Turkish Cypriots are a separate people from their Greek neighbors.

The General Assembly itself has been willing to divide territories along ethnic lines. As noted above, the GA sanctioned the partition of Palestine into two states for two peoples: the “Arab and Jewish peoples,” who “live physically and spiritually apart, nurture separate aspirations and ideals, and have widely divergent cultural traditions. . . .” In 1958, the General Assembly elected to divide the trust territory of the British Cameroons into two separate regions, based on the ethnic and linguistic differences between them, so as to ascertain the political desires of each region separately. A Special Mission sent to the British Cameroons by the GA concluded that “the natural affinities of these broad groups of peoples in terms of language, customs and social intercourse tend to be stronger with their immediate neighbors” in the adjoining territories than between one another. Separate plebiscites in each region, conducted under U.N. auspices, “resulted in the incorporation of the northern half of the territory into Nigeria, and the southern half into the Republic of the Cameroons.” Similarly, in 1962 the General Assembly endorsed partition for the trust territory of Ruanda-Urundi along ethnic lines. The resultant independent states, Rwanda and Burundi, were dominated by the Hutu and Tutsi tribes, respectively.

The approach of dividing territories along ethnic lines fell into disfavor with the adoption of Resolution 1514 (XV), “Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
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Paragraph 2 of the resolution reaffirmed that “[a]ll peoples have the right to self-determination; by virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.” But Paragraph 6, which declared “[a]ny attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of a country” to be “incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter,” had the effect of excluding from the definition of “peoples” those ethnic groups that had not yet achieved self-government. The International Court of Justice has reinforced this interpretation by affirming that the principle of *uti possidetis* has become a general principle of international law with regard to decolonization.

Nevertheless, the General Assembly has continued to recognize ethnic groups as peoples entitled to self-determination in contexts other than decolonization. For example, the GA has recognized “that the people of Palestine are entitled to equal rights and self-determination, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.” It has called for “the cessation of practices which deprive the Tibetan people of their fundamental human rights and freedoms, including their right to self-determination.” In 1974, the General Assembly admitted Bangladesh to the United Nations, after it successfully seceded from Pakistan. The ethnically distinct Bengalis had declared independence “in due fulfillment of the legi-
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timate right of self-determination of the people of Bangladesh.”

The General Assembly implicitly endorsed this view by admitting Bangladesh into the United Nations as a sovereign and independent state. Only a “people,” after all, is legally entitled to determine its own political status.

At the time, the International Commission of Jurists established a Commission of Enquiry into the events in East Pakistan (the region which ultimately became Bangladesh). Among the questions addressed in the commission’s report was whether the population of East Pakistan constituted a distinct “people” entitled to self-determination under international law. The commission first considered the meaning of the term and its discussion is worth quoting at length, especially because it cites the example of Jewish nationalism to illustrate the concept:

If we look at the human communities recognized as peoples, we find that their members usually have certain characteristics in common, which act as a bond between them. The nature of the more important of these common features may be:

- historical,
- racial or ethnic,
- cultural or linguistic,
- religious or ideological,
- geographical or territorial,
- economic,
- quantitative.

This list, which is far from exhaustive, suggests that none of the elements concerned is, by itself, either essential or sufficiently conclusive to prove that a particular group constitutes a people. Indeed, all the elements combined do not necessarily constitute proof: large numbers of persons may live together within the same territory, have the same economic interests, the same language, the same religion, belong to the same ethnic group, without necessarily constituting a people. On the other hand, a more heterogeneous

group of persons, having less in common, may nevertheless constitute a people.

To explain this apparent contradiction, we have to realise that our composite portrait lacks one essential and indeed indispensable characteristic—a characteristic which is not physical but rather ideological and historical: a people begins to exist only when it becomes conscious of its own identity and asserts its will to exist. A modern example is the ancient Jewish people who have exerted their will to exist as a separate Israeli nation only during the present century. This leads us to suggest that the fact of constituting a people is a political phenomenon, that the right of self-determination is founded on political considerations and that the exercise of that right is a political act.\(^{247}\)

The commission found sharp cultural and linguistic differences between East and West Pakistan, but “it was only in the later political evolution of the state of Pakistan that one finds significant evidence that the people of East Pakistan thought of themselves as a separate people.”\(^{248}\) Thus, the commission concluded, “assuming as we do that an independent nation state may include more than one ‘people’, we consider that by 1970 the population of East Pakistan constituted a separate ‘people’ within the ‘whole people’ of the state of Pakistan.”\(^{249}\)

Thus, a change of consciousness among the population of East Pakistan transformed the Bengalis from an ethnic group within the Pakistani people to an independent people in its own right, entitled to assume responsibility for its own political destiny. Theorists of nationalism have also identified this element of national self-consciousness as a necessary component of a nation. Ernest Renan identifies two elements that constitute a nation: “One is the common possession of a rich legacy of memories; the other is actual consent, the desire to live together, the will to continue to value the heritage that has been received in common.”\(^{250}\) Accordingly, Al-

\(^{248}\) Id. at 71–72.
\(^{249}\) Id. at 72.
\(^{250}\) Ernest Renan, What is a Nation?, in NATIONALISM IN EUROPE, 1815 TO THE PRESENT: A READER 48, 58 (Stuart Woolf ed., 1996) (1882).
A nation is therefore the expression of a great solidarity, constituted by a feeling for the common sacrifices that have been made and for those one is prepared to make again. It presupposes a past; however, it is epitomized in the present by a tangible fact: consent, the clearly expressed desire that the common life should continue. The existence of a nation is (excuse the metaphor) an everyday plebiscite.

*Id.; see also* SMITH, supra note 144, at 19 (discussing the importance of the idea of an “ethnic basis” in understanding the formation of modern national identity). Likewise, Yael Tamir writes:

> [A]ll attempts to single out a particular set of objective features—be it a common history, collective destiny, language, religion, territory, climate, race, ethnicity—as necessary and sufficient for the definition of a nation have ended in failure. Although all these features have been mentioned as characteristic of some nations, no nation will have all of them. A nation could thus be understood as a cluster concept, that is, in order to count as a nation a group has to have a “sufficient number” of certain characteristics. Although they do not necessarily share the same set of identifying features, all members within the category “nation” will, therefore, show some family resemblance. Only one factor is necessary, although not sufficient, for a group to be defined as a nation—the existence of national consciousness.


251 COBBAN, supra note 217, at 107 (emphasis omitted). According to the British historian Ernest Barker:

> [a] nation is not the physical fact of one blood, but the mental fact of one tradition. A gulf is fixed between the race and the nation. The one is a common physical type: the other is a common mental content. The one is a natural fact which is already given at the dawn of history: the other is an artificial structure acquired by the thinking, feeling, and willing of human minds in the course of history.

ERNEST BARKER, NATIONAL CHARACTER AND THE FACTORS IN ITS FORMATION 12 (1927).

nation, to take another example, was the oppression by the Pakistani army in East Pakistan. To some theorists, the brutal treatment of the Bengalis by Pakistan triggered a “right of reversion” by which the Bengalis—denied self-determination through the Pakistani government—assumed the status of a people with its own right to self-determination. In the Aaland Islands case of 1920, the International Court of Justice acknowledged that while minorities were not normally entitled to self-determination, an oppressed minority would “in the last resort” be allowed to secede from a state that lacked “either the will or the power to enact and apply just and effective guarantees” for their protection.

However it happens, communities that develop a national self-consciousness become entitled to self-determination as an international norm. The Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, for example, both dissolved into a number of ethnically based nation-states, which were recognized by the international community and admitted to the United Nations on the basis that an act of self-determination had occurred.

The norm has a respectable democratic pedigree. In his Considerations on Representative Government, John Stuart Mill identifies a similar fellow-feeling as the hallmark of a nationality, a group of people who are united “by common sympathies, which do not exist between them and any others—which make them co-operate with each other more willingly than with other people, desire to be

The intensity of Jewish identity cannot be dissociated from the millenary religious and racial persecution of Jews. The vast majority of peasants who emigrated massively from southern and eastern Europe across the oceans from the 1880s carried with them a cultural baggage which related primarily to family, village and region, local dialect and religion, rather than to nation or state; they became Italians, Greeks, Poles or Russians less because of the solidarity they initially sought in their new alien environment (a solidarity which related predominantly to kin and village of origin rather than to co-nationals), but far more because they were described and treated as such by the local inhabitants and officialdom.

Id.  


Musgrave, supra note 188, at 171.

Id. at 123–25 (discussing the “dissolution of the Soviet Union and . . . Yugoslavia” as an expression of the Western ideal of self-determination).
under the same government, and desire that it should be government by themselves or a portion of themselves, exclusively.”256 Where “the sentiment of nationality exists,” he writes, “there is a primâ facie case for uniting all the members of the nationality under the same government, and a government to themselves apart.”257 That sentiment, which facilitates democratic government, rests upon ethnocultural ties.258

4.2 “Peoples” and Nations

A parenthetical note on the language of the U.N. Charter may be useful. What scholars identify as a nation or nationality falls within the ambit of what the Charter calls a “people.” Several resolutions of the General Assembly identify the right of self-determination as belonging to “peoples and nations.”259 Resolution 545 (VI) of 1952, for example, called for the inclusion of an article related to self-determination in the International Covenants on Human Rights. The resolution stated that an article “on the right of all peoples and nations to self-determination in reaffirmation of the principle enunciated in the Charter” should be drafted in the following terms:

257 Id. at 297.
258 Id. at 295.

This feeling of nationality may have been generated by various causes. Sometimes it is the effect of identity of race and descent. Community of language, and community of religion, greatly contribute to it. Geographical limits are one of its causes. But the strongest of all is identity of political antecedents; the possession of a national history, and consequent community of recollections; collective pride and humiliation, pleasure and regret, connected with the same incidents in the past.

All peoples shall have the right of self-determination, and shall stipulate that all States, including those having responsibility for the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories, should promote the realization of that right, in conformity with the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations, and that States having responsibility for the administration of Non-Self-Governing Territories should promote the realization of that right in relation to the peoples of such Territories.260

The sentence “All peoples shall have the right to self-determination” could guarantee “the right of all peoples and nations to self-determination” only if “peoples” encompassed “nations.” Indeed, an article “on the right of all peoples and nations to self-determination” could represent a “reaffirmation of the principles enunciated in the Charter” only if the guarantee in Article 1.2 of “self-determination of peoples” included nations within its ambit. As Harold S. Johnson writes:

In the discussions in the United Nations concerning the definition of the terms “people” and “nation” there was a tendency to equate the two. When a distinction was made, it was to indicate that “people” was broader in scope. The significance of the use of this term centered on the desire to be certain that a narrow application of the term “nation” would not prevent the extension of self-determination to dependent peoples who might not yet qualify as nations.261

Thus, if “peoples” and “nations” differed in meaning at all, it was because “peoples” encompassed not only nations but proto-nations, groups with the potential for national consciousness. Functionally, however, “self-determination of peoples” meant national self-determination.

4.3 A Normal People

Some critics of Israel question whether the Jewish people “consti-
tute a nation in the relevant sense, the sense in which the prin-
ciple of self-determination applies.” Klug argues that Zionism
“was unlike other national movements” because “[t]here was no
pre-existing nation . . . where both territory and language are al-
ready in place. Traditionally, the idea of the Jewish people was
centered not on a state but on a book, the Torah, and the culture (or
cultures) that developed around that book.” It is true that before
Zionism promoted a political and national identity, Jews composed
one of what Eric Hobsbawm calls “proto-nations” because the Jews
“long possessed a marked sense of the separateness of their na-
nality without any political claims to a territory or a state . . . .”
But this status changed when “their sense of being discriminated
against or persecuted—in an age when the nation state had become
the dominant mode—made their elites more receptive to political
arguments.”

Political persecution combined with religious and
ethnocultural ties gave rise to the sentiment of nationality identi-
ified by Mill, Renan, and others. As Herzl explained: “We are a na-
tion—the enemy makes us a nation whether we like it or not.”

Even if the Jews did not see themselves as a separate nation,
there was the stubborn reality that everyone else did. As Arendt
wrote of the German-Jewish writer Rahel Varnhagen, “[a]lthough
being born a Jewess might seem to Rahel a mere reference to some-
thing out of the remote past, and although she may have entirely
eradicated the fact from her thinking, it remained a nasty present
reality as a prejudice in the minds of others.” Arendt herself,
though born and raised in Germany, never “considered myself a

262 Klug, supra note 147, at 25.
263 Id.
264 Woolf, supra note 252, at 21.
265 Id.
266 STRAUSS, supra note 20, at 142 (quoting Herzl).
267 HANNAH ARENDT, RAHEL VARNHAGEN: THE LIFE OF A JEWESS 90 (Liliane
(1958).
The national identities of the European states, it turned out, were not incidental to liberal democracy; the latter depended on the former. The nation-state’s legitimacy rested on its commitment to the national culture, which in turn promoted a sense of shared social responsibility and mutual commitment to the state. Members of other nation-states were part of a system of mutual recognition in which each nation cultivated its own identity and maintained allegiance to a distinctly national state. “Treaties of reciprocity and international agreements have woven a web around the earth that makes it possible for the citizen of every country to take his legal status with him no matter where he goes,” writes Arendt.

Nationalism even promoted mutual respect between nations. Thus, Giuseppe Mazzini could address his fellow Italians by asking:

What is it that makes our heart beat when hearing the story of battles for national liberation taking place in far and remote places? . . . A people, Greek, Polish, Circassian, raises the banner of the fatherland and of independence, fights, conquers, or dies for it, what is it that makes our heart swell with joy at its victories, and sorrow over its defeats? . . . And why do you eagerly read the miracles of patriotic love recorded in Greek story, and repeat them to your children with a feeling of pride, almost as if they were stories of our own fathers?

The Jews appeared alien within this system because they lacked the dignity of national independence. The dilemma could not be solved by seeking integration into societies that regarded them as foreign elements, even if that were possible. “The Jews are not a living nation; they are everywhere aliens; therefore they are despised,” wrote the early Zionist Leo Pinsker in his *Auto-Emancipation*. “The civil and political emancipation of the Jews is

---

269 ARENDT, supra note 23, at 294.
270 TAMIR, supra note 250, at 92 (quoting Giuseppe Mazzini).
not sufficient to raise them in the estimation of the peoples.”

The proper remedy “would be the creation of a Jewish nationality, of a people living upon its own soil, the auto-emancipation of the Jews; their emancipation as a nation among nations by the acquisition of a home of their own.”

The international system presumed that non-national peoples would develop such a national identity. The Covenant of the League of Nations placed those “peoples not yet able to stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world” under the “tutelage” of the “advanced nations” of Western Europe. Moreover, the League judged that “[c]ertain communities formerly belonging to the Turkish Empire have reached a stage of development where their existence as independent nations can be provisionally recognized subject to the rendering of administrative advice and assistance by a Mandatory until such time as they are able to stand alone.”

The League legally recognized the Jewish people’s right to form a homeland in Palestine pursuant to the Balfour Declaration, and this recognition was incorporated into the Palestine mandate.

But if the Jewish people reinterpreted their cultural inheritance in order to promote a national self-consciousness, they can be accused of doing nothing more than any other national group. “Nations, old or new, tend to reshape their past, reinterpret their culture, forget differentiating features, and embrace common characteristics in order to create the illusion of a ‘natural’ unit with a long, mostly glorious history and a promising future.”

It is not even clear, in any event, that Israel’s national identity can even be described as “ethnic”: “In what sense does ‘ethnic’ describe the common identity of Israeli Jews from Argentina, Eng-

272 Id.
274 Id. para. 4.
276 TAMIR, supra note 250, at 67. Cf. KEDOURIE, supra note 144, at 67 (“In nationalist doctrine, language, race, culture, and sometimes even religion, constitute different aspects of the same primordial entity, the nation.”).
land, Ethiopia, Germany, Morocco, Russia, and Yemen?” asks Gadi Taub, who argues that Israel is much “less ethnically homogeneous than, say, France, Germany, Greece, Holland, Poland, or Sweden.”277 However that may be, it is important to recall Mill’s definition of the nation as being “united among themselves by common sympathies which do not exist between them and any others, which make them cooperate with each other more willingly than with other people, [and] desire to be under the same government.”278 It is that sentiment which makes liberal democracy function. As Arendt recognized, human rights and democracy presuppose a polity “which makes opinions significant and actions effective.”279 Self-government requires a political partnership in which individuals are willing and able to regard one another as equal members of the political community.280 To sustain such a political partnership, Aristotle knew, “involves the element of affection.”281 People form a polity precisely through “common sympathies which do not exist between them and any others”—as Mill defined nationality—because affection and solidarity are necessarily particular rather than indiscriminate.282 In this way, democratic

278 See supra notes 256–58 and accompanying text.
279 See supra Part 2.2.; see also ARISTOTLE, THE POLITICS 37 (Carnes Lord trans., University of Chicago Press 1984) (350 B.C.E.) (arguing “the city is both by nature and prior to each individual”).
280 See Manent, supra note 21, at 96 (discussing the importance of the “political community” where people consent to “put things in common”). Aristotle called the city “the political partnership,” ARISTOTLE, supra note 279, at 35, or “the community that is political,” ARISTOTLE, THE POLITICS OF ARISTOTLE 8 (Peter L. Phillips Simpson trans., Univ. of North Carolina Press 1997). Regarding the term “community,” the Greek is “koinănia, a derivative of koinos (‘common’), and so means a community in the literal sense of sharing in common.” Id. at 8 n.1.
281 ARISTOTLE, supra note 279, at 134 (noting further that “[t]he city wishes . . . to be made up of equal and similar persons to the extent possible”); see also Kenneth Newton, Trust, Social Capital, Civil Society, and Democracy, 22 INT’L POL. SCI. REV. 201, 205 (2001) (“In many ways the idea of political trust and political capital is a modern social science version of the classical concept of fraternity— together with liberty and equality, it is a necessary condition for democracy.”).
282 See FRANCIS FUKUYAMA, OUR POSTHUMAN FUTURE: CONSEQUENCES OF THE BIOTECHNOLOGY REVOLUTION 127 (2002) (noting that “the natural inclination to favor kin and private property” precludes political arrangements that expect on species-level altruism); see also John Hutchinson & Anthony D. Smith, Introduction to ETHNICITY, at 3 (John Hutchinson & Anthony D. Smith eds., 1996) (noting that ethnicity, as “the sense of kinship, group solidarity, and common culture,” has
self-government depends on national fellow-feeling: the capacity of citizens to identify with each other, to respect their competing political claims, and to trust that others will do the same.283

Ethnic ties provide the groundwork for social trust and political solidarity and, universalist aspirations notwithstanding, continue to do so.284 At the same time, social scientists have found

"always constituted one of the basic modes of human association and community.").

283 As Francis Fukuyama argues, a liberal regime of equal rights emerges from the struggle to have one’s human dignity and worth recognized by others. As such, it depends on bonds of mutual recognition and social trust. FRANCIS FUKUYAMA, TRUST: THE SOCIAL VIRTUES AND THE CREATION OF PROSPERITY 358–59 (1996). Robert D. Putnam has described the dependence of liberal democracy on “social capital,” features of social organization such as trust, norms, interpersonal networks, and community ties that facilitate cooperation and enable citizens “to make credible commitments to one another.” ROBERT D. PUTNAM, ROBERT LEONARDI & RAFFAELLA Y. NONETTI, MAKING DEMOCRACY WORK: CIVIC TRADITIONS IN MODERN ITALY 164–67 (1993); see also ROBERT D. PUTNAM, BOWLING ALONE: THE COLLAPSE AND REVIVAL OF AMERICAN COMMUNITY 21 (2001) (“Civic engagement and social capital entail mutual obligation and responsibility for action.”). This is a common finding of social science. See, e.g., GABRIEL ALMOND & SIDNEY VERBA, THE CIVIC CULTURE: POLITICAL ATTITUDES AND DEMOCRACY IN FIVE NATIONS 239–43 (1963) (arguing that a sense of interpersonal trust is a prerequisite for democracy); Newton, supra note 251, at 202 (“Trust is a—probably the—main component of social capital, and social capital is a necessary condition of social integration, economic efficiency, and democratic stability.”); Ronald Inglehart, Trust, Well-Being, and Democracy, in DEMOCRACY AND TRUST 88, 101–05 (Mark E. Warren ed., 1999) (arguing that “a culture of trust” and a sense that political arrangements are “legitimate in the eyes of their citizens” are necessary to maintaining a democratic regime); Seymour Martin Lipset, The Social Requisites of Democracy Revisited, 59 AM. SOC. REV. 1, 3 (1994) (“Democracy requires a supportive culture, the acceptance by the citizenry and political elites of principles underlying freedom of speech, media, assembly, religion, of the rights of opposition parties, of the rule of law, of human rights, and the like.”). For the roots of the idea of social capital in social theory, see JAMES S. COLEMAN, FOUNDATIONS OF SOCIAL THEORY 300–22 (1994).

284 Fredrik Barth’s description evokes the connection between ethnicity and social trust.

[The ethnic boundary canalizes social life—it entails a frequently quite complex organization of behaviour and social relations. The identification of another person as a fellow member of an ethnic group implies a sharing of criteria for evaluation and judgment. It thus entails the assumption that the two are fundamentally “playing the same game.”]

FREDRIK BARTH, ETHNIC GROUPS AND BOUNDARIES: THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF CULTURAL DIFFERENCE 15 (1969); see also Muller, supra note 99, at 35 (noting that ethnonationalism “corresponds to some enduring propensities of the human spirit that are heightened by the process of modern state creation, it is a crucial source of both solidarity and enmity, and in one form or another, it will remain for many generations to come”).

https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/jil/vol32/iss1/2
that greater ethnic heterogeneity is associated with lower social trust. Ethnically heterogeneous societies exhibit less political and civic engagement, less effective governing institutions, and fewer public goods. The sociologist Robert Putnam has concluded that greater ethnic diversity weakens social solidarity, fosters social isolation, and inhibits social capital:

Inhabitants of diverse communities tend to withdraw from collective life, to distrust their neighbours, regardless of in-group or out-group membership.

---


286 Putnam found that communities of greater ethnic heterogeneity exhibit lower confidence in government and the political process, lower voter registration, lower participation in community projects, lower rates of charitable giving and volunteering, and fewer close friends and confidants. Id. at 149–50; see also Alberto Alesina & Eliana La Ferrara, Participation in Heterogeneous Communities, 115 Q. J. ECON. 847, 850–51 (2000) (finding that “racial and ethnic heterogeneity reduce the propensity to participate in a variety of social activities including recreational, religious, civic, and educational groups” and therefore that “social capital is lower” in more heterogeneous communities).

287 Rafael La Porta et al., The Quality of Government, 15 J. L. ECON. & ORG. 222, 265 (1999) (“Ethnolinguistically homogeneous countries have better governments than the heterogeneous ones.”).

of the colour of their skin, to withdraw even from close
friends, to expect the worst from their community and its
leaders, to volunteer less, give less to charity and work on
community projects less often, to register to vote less, to
agitate for social reform more, but have less faith that they
can actually make a difference, and to huddle unhappily in
front of the television.289

These findings confirm that the solidarity underlying democratic
polities rests in large part on ethnic identification.
Surely, it does not serve the cause of liberal democracy to ig-
nore this reality. The trouble, however, is that “the democratic
principle does not define the framework within which it oper-
ates.”290 Because it embraces a principle of universalistic human
equality, modern democratic thinking cannot justify the particula-
ristic national context in which liberal democracy was nurtured
and continues to thrive. The difficulty with the modern attitude is
that it assumes human equality exists prior to political society and
that liberal democracy springs logically from this preexisting fact.
But this gets the chronology wrong. “We are not born equal; we
become equal as members of a group on the strength of our deci-
sion to guarantee ourselves mutually equal rights,” writes
Arendt.291 “Equality, in contrast to all that is involved in mere exis-
tence, is not given us, but is the result of human organization inso-
far as it is guided by the principle of justice.”292

People face the reality of difference; there are not only the dis-
tinctions of ethnicity, sex, religion, and so on, but also each indi-
vidual’s particular attributes. People become equal through a mu-
tual decision to disregard such differences in the distribution of

289 Putnam, supra note 285, at 150–51.
290 Manent, supra note 21, at 95.

For example, a vote for self-determination, a democratic act par excellence,
takes place within a framework previously established by undemocratic
means and principles, generally by tradition, corrected or confirmed by
force. Before the French, considering themselves a nation, could take
“sovereignty” for themselves in 1789, “forty kings” (as the monarchists
said) had first “made France” through marriage and war.

Id.

291 ARENDT, supra note 23, at 301.
292 Id.
political rights. In this way, human equality is the product of liberal democracy rather than its source.

It is important to recognize equality “as a working principle of a political organization in which otherwise unequal people have equal rights” because otherwise equality “will be mistaken for an innate quality of every individual, who is ‘normal’ if he is like everybody else and ‘abnormal’ if he happens to be different.” A political order may insist that certain human differences are irrelevant while people themselves regard those differences as meaningful and are consequently reluctant to recognize others as their equals. Where the political order does not account for differences which correspond to deeply felt allegiances, the fact of difference becomes a threat to the political order. “The dark background of mere givenness, the background formed by our unchangeable and unique nature, breaks into the political scene as the alien which in its all too obvious difference reminds us of the limitations of human activity—which are identical with the limitations of human equality.”

Thus, the Weimar Republic saw no difference between Jews and Gentiles while a majority of Germans found the difference all too meaningful—and their insistence upon difference found horrific violent expression.

Sometimes, then, differences must be openly acknowledged in the political sphere so that equality can be established on the basis of our differences rather than in denial of them. National rights—and national governments—serve this role. Of course, national consciousness—and therefore national identity—can change or evolve. But this consciousness is prior to liberal democracy, which presupposes a political community of people united by common sympathies and willing to recognize each other as equals.

293 Id. at 54 (“This perversion of equality from a political into a social concept is all the more dangerous when a society leaves but little space for special groups and individuals, for then their differences become all the more conspicuous.”).

294 Id. at 301.

295 See EUROPEAN COMMISSION, REPRESENTATIONS OF EUROPE AND THE NATION IN CURRENT AND PROSPECTIVE MEMBER-STATES: MEDIA, ELITES, AND CIVIL SOCIETY: FINAL REPORT 51 (2004), available at http://ec.europa.eu/research/social-sciences/pdf/euronat_en.pdf (noting that European national identities are “a process of ethnic and civic elements intertwined” and that “[b]oth concepts seem to be interacting and entangled in an open dialectical process, and it is increasingly difficult, in operational as well as in conceptual terms, to separate the one from the other”).

Without the nation, the abstract ideals of liberal democracy remain abstractions.

From the point of view of liberal democracy, the nation appears contingent and arbitrarily defined. But it is precisely because the nation exists in the messy realities of human history that it can give concrete expression to liberal-democratic aspirations and ideals. “Abstract liberty,” as Edmund Burke observed, “like other mere abstractions, is not to be found.” People do not exist in an abstract universal humanity. The abstract individual, stripped of particularity and political attachments, is no longer recognizably human.

5. Conclusion

Identification with a particular national group is a commonplace of liberal democracy. As the experience of Israel illustrates, the achievement of human rights depends on national self-determination. Liberal democracies implement laws of return, promote the welfare of co-ethnics living abroad, and maintain political ties to ethnonational communities living in diaspora. As globalization disrupts the coincidence of ethnic demography and political boundaries, the ethnonational identification of liberal democratic states is becoming more, not less, significant. International law and practice acknowledge national self-determination as a fundament of democracy. Liberal democracy requires a national community if it is to become more than an ineffectual abstraction.

296 Mr. Burke’s Speech on Moving His Resolutions for Conciliation with the Colonies, March 22, 1775, in THE WORKS OF THE RIGHT HONOURABLE EDMUND BURKE 17, 34 (John West 1807) (1775).